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BSU Presidential Candidates: 
Close Encounters of 5th Kind 
by Larry Gardner 
Candidates for the presidency of Boise 
State University who underwent intense 
questioning February 3 and 4, may have 
had close encounters of the worst kind, 
but their questioners experienced close 
encounters of the fifth kind. 
The five finalists were plunged into a 
unique kind of involvement with the 
public-discussion encounters down-
town and on campus-last Thursday and 
Friday. One of the presidential hopefuls 
expressed his surprise over the turn of 
events which has brought the college 
presidential selection process out of the 
former crevices of secrecy into the day­
light of public scrutiny. 
Actual selection among the five will be 
done directly by only the BSU Screening 
Committee and the State Board of Edu-
Board, Students Study 
Potential for Pavilion 
by Bob C. Hall 
Once again, the issue of a multi­
purpose pavilion as the dominating 
architectural structure on the Boise 
State University campus shattered the 
routine pace of things at BSU this month 
The drama opened, almost without 
advance public notice, at the State Board 
of Eduation's regular February 2 session 
in the downtown Boise state office build­
ing. It was splattered, statewide, by 
major news stories on that meeting in 
Idaho newspapers, radio and television 
news reports and moved into a major 
BSU student body information campaign 
in the days following the board session. 
By February's second week, a special 
committee, appointed by State Board of 
Education chairman A.L. Alford, com­
posed of state board and BSU represen­
tatives, was charged with preparing a 
pavilion financing report to the state 
board in time for its March, 1978 
meeting. 
Student Poll Comes First 
ASBSU President Mike Hoffman had 
set an unusual task of sampling student 
attitudes on a major fee increase for 
pavilion bonding purposes, via an 
intense two-week information campaign 
to be conducted during key class periods 
all over the campus. 
In another dramatic fillip, adding to 
the pavilion "momentum," Bronco Ath­
letic Association President Kirk Sullivan 
announced that the BAA had pledged 
itself to raise "at least one million 
dollars" as a private contribution to the 
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pavili on's announced finance goal of 
about $19-million. 
Hoffman� had ·earlier announct-d that 
the ASBSU Senate was in majority sup­
port of a $50 per semester fee increase 
that would allow bonding for ahout $10-
million of the total cost need. 
Alumni Director Dyke. Nally failed to 
commit BSU alumni to a firm contribu· 
tion figure, but promised that a "major 
contribution" was in the works from that 
organization. 
Board Interest Is Key 
But the key to the pavilion project 
remained the willingness of the State 
Board of Education to support the stu­
dent fee increase and to sanction BSU 
att<!mpts to gain the balance of the $19-
million requirement from other funding 
sources. 
It was for that reason that the Feb­
ruary 2 board discussion of the pavilion 
issue turned an otherwise somnolent 
state board meeting day into a swirl of 
press and audience attention. 
Previous to the pavilion agenda item, 
the audience in the state board room was 
sparse. Only three reporters followed 
.other board business, from the media 
table at one side of the large conference 
hall. 
Audience chairs held a scattering of 
higher education administrators, wait­
ing their turn on the agenda. 
But when Alford called the pavilion 
issue to the board's attention, the quiet 
scene shattered. 
Entrance doors swung back and forth 
[continued on page 3) 
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cation. But the chance for informed 
opinion to reach those members who 
represent faculty, staff, students and 
the public seemed enhanced by the num­
bers of all those groups who attended 
the public interviews to ask questions 
and weigh the answers. 
New Experience 
One candidate commented during the 
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face-offs on campus that the diseussions 
were a new kind of experience for all of 
them. Just a few years ago, he said, such 
proceedings were secret with lists of 
candidates made public, if at all, only 
after the president has been named. 
In this case, the meetings served as 
much as anything else to provide the 
candidates themselves a glimpse of the 
people they might work with, if selected 
for the job, as well as a forum for the 
feelings and concerns of the public 
towardBSU. 
Each member of the Presidential 
Search Committee will send a report on 
the finalists to the State Board in the 
next step of the choosing process. The 
Board members then must decide who 
they will interview prior to the final 
decision which is expected within a 
month to six weeks. 
The campus conversations with can­
didates were held in the Lookout Room 
of the Student Union Building where an 
average of 30 to 50 persons-faculty, 
staff and students-gathered to meet 
and question each one. 
Question topics covered the gamut 
from strictly business-economics man­
agement decisions concerning a univer­
sity, to philosophy and attitude o n  
sports. 
Although each candidate was not 
asked to comment on identical questions, 
many were similar. The candidates' res­
ponses to selected questions are listed in 
the chronological order of their appear­
ance before the public in the Lookout 
Room atBSU: 
Dr. Frank Horton, Vice President of 
Academic Affairs and Research, South­
ern Illinois University, opened the ses­
sions at 9 a.m. February 2; Dr. Robert 
Glenn, Provost and Academic Vice 
President, Northern Michigan Univer­
sity, appeared at 11 a.m. February 2; 
Dr. David Maxwell, Dean of Liberal 
Arts, Texas A & M University, faced his 
audience at 2 p.m. February 2i Dr. 
Edward Jakubauskas, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, University of Wyo­
ming, 9 a.m. February 3; and Dr. John 
Keiser, Academic Vice President and 
acting president, Sagamon State Uni­
versity, Springfield, Ill. 
• 
Dr. Frank Horton 
Most of the candidates prefaced the 
hard questioning with some comments 
about their current professional status 
and some impressions of Idaho and the 
BSU campus. 
Dr. Frank Horton, in response to a 
question about the role of research 
versus teaching, expressed a philosophy 
of education with a triple mission: Ser­
vice, research and teaching. 
"Any institution needs to have a 
research base. It's important that schol­
arly activity take place, but it depends 
upon the people in the institution," he 
said. In response to a follow-up about 
release time to do research, Horton said 
"I think research is always a labor of 
love." 
Student attrition rates were cut at 
Southern Illinois University despite a 
high (14 percent) minority registration 
by a special basic skills program that 
involves all departments of the univer­
sity, Horton said. 
Horton said a question about his 
priorities for BSU was unfair because: "I 
don't know the people yet. People and 
words don't match. Planning is a process 
that involves a lot of people. I don't hole 
up in my office. I like to talk with people 
and assess the capability of people to do 
what they say." 
He did go on to say of BSU however, 
that the school is "somewhere betwixt 
and between. Over the next few years, 
BSU is going to determine what it's 
going to be." He referred particularly to 
emphasis of undergraduate or graduate 
programs. 
Horton said he was opposed to hiring 
part-time faculty unless the hiring is for 
expertise and excellence. "I have a 
problem with hiring cheap. You get what 
you pay for." 
He also criticized formula funding by 
saying, "Those who live by the credit 
hour die by it." The alternative to for­
mula funding requires a debate, but 
"that's what academics is all about." 
Asked to comment on the worth of 
zero-based budgeting, Horton said he 
had never seen the concept work in the 
past either in private or public business 
or in educational institutions. 
• 
Dr. Robert GleDD 
Audience members were slow to 
initiate questioning with the second can­
didate after a much more formal intro­
duction. So, Dr. Robert Glenn offered 
several spontaneous opinions concerning 
his priorities for BSU and the job of 
president here. 
"If I want to be president, I want to be 
able to do something. I don't want to be 
the person who came in to close the 
place." 
He asked questions about the sources 
of support for BSU, and painted an 
image of those supporters of a commuter 
university being people who will prob­
ably attend the university for a long 
time, people who will spend a lifetime in 
the community. 
A leadership role necessary for a uni­
versity president is one of first develop­
ing a quality program, maintaining it 
and then presenting it to the rest of the 
world, Glenn believes. 
Invisibility during hard behind-the­
scenes work to achieve political decisions 
seemed to be a benchmark of the Glenn 
philosophy of accomplishing goals. 
"You have to fight all the time, but not 
publicly," Glenn stressed. 
Glenn said he believes all high-level 
decisions are political, rather than 
ethical or moriil, and that mOit of them 
are reached quietly. "The president per­
forms a whole series of invisible-not 
grandstanding-acts. Long-term objec­
tives will be thwarted if you make them 
public at the 'activity' level," he said. 
While he acknowledged that the presi­
dent of a university is the Board's 
employee, he also said that you "can't 
make the faculty do anything except line 
up for paychecks, perhaps not even 
that." 
The president has to maintain contact 
with reality not by sitting in his office 
and inviting people in during open office 
hours, but by going to the people. An 
example he used was eating with stu­
dents in the cafeteria. 
"It (contact with reality) has to be on a 
one to one basis. It can't be translated 
for you," Glenn said. 
Handling the demand for accounta­
bility in higher education can be advan­
tageous to a sehool like BSU which is in a 
kind of underdog role, Glenn believes. 
Glenn said that the interpretation and 
handling of both external and internal 
politics is the most important role of the 
university president. 
• 
Dr. David Maxwell 
Dr. David Maxwell did an opening­
round critique of the BSU Bulletin. He 
put his audience off guard and seemed to 
keep them there with other comments, 
the most stunning of which was his 
statement that he wouldn't take the 
presidency if it were offered, until he 
knows more about the school. 
He followed his analysis of the BSU 
curriculum as gleaned from the Bulletin 
-not all bad-with a critical response to 
a question about State Board "nitpick­
ing" in the internal details of the uni­
versity. 
He said it was ridiculous that the 
Board should concern itself with such 
things as new clerical positions at BSU. 
The board should constrain themselves 
to major policy decisions, 
"This relationship is not one of the 
types to which I have been accustomed, 
he said, followed by laughter. He 
acknowledged, however, that he would 
like to know more about how funds come 
to the university. 
Maxwell said his analysis of the presi­
dentail search is one in which the Board 
seeks two people in one. 
"They want a person who is an aca­
demician, and a person who is a 
promoter, a politician, who can create 
political debts that must be repaid," he 
said. 
"I know something about the first 
role, but not about the second. I'm not 
terribly tactful, but have not found this 
to be a disadvantage in some govern­
ment relationships in the past," Maxwell 
revealed. 
Flavoring many of.his comments with 
a wry sense of humor, Maxwell seemed 
to shoot from the hip on many of the 
issues he was asked to address. 
He said the role of the faculty should 
be concerned with things like graduation 
requirements and curriculum, while the 
administration of the university is not 
their business. He also said paradoxi­
cally that he didn't think the \!Diversity 
is ever really governed or managed. 
"I don't think the faculty or the Board 
governs the universty," he said. 
Accountability is something the uni­
versity can't escape, Maxwell admitted, 
but concluded that it's better for the 
university to design its own account­
ability system than to have one thrust 
upon it from an outside source, such as 
the legislature. 
He described the functioning of the 
university in terms opposite those of a 
business. 
"In the university, the productive 
work is done at the bottom level of the 
hierarchy. This is not analogous to busi­
ness. In a university, the real thinking is 
done at the bottom, and the administra­
tion provides the climate for this to 
happen." 
Faculty salaries are determined in the 
marketplace, and there is no way of 
leveling out the salary sehedule, Max­
well contends. He said that the facts are 
that there are different rates for differ­
ent fields of expertise. "A beginning 
economist is going for about $16,500 
right now, while an English professor is 
about $12,500 ... 
• 
Dr. Edward Jakubausku 
Standing with a cup of coffee in his 
hand to field questions, Dr. Edward 
J akubauskas said he had formed an 
image of BSU in his mind before coming 
here. Some of his impressions included a 
school that seems to have solid com­
munity support, doesn't have any 
obvious schisms, has lots of potential and 
is on the move, but at the same time has 
some problems. 
Developments of the budget has not 
moved as rapidly as it should, Jaku­
bauskas believes. 
Remaining noncomittal about whether 
or not he would accept the position if it 
were offered, he went on to analyze 
what his priorities would be if he did. 
"I've visited other schools and you 
have a lot going for you, but in the future 
you are going to need more share of the 
education budget," he said. 
The Wyoming academician said that 
internally BSU needs to build academic 
depth, increase the library budget and 
the faculty-student ratio needs to be 
improved. 
"You are not encrusted with a lot of 
barnacles that don't meet needs. You are 
not bound by tradition and can use new 
approaches. What I have seen, I like 
very much," he said in BSU's favor. 
He cited examples of his experience 
working with the state board and legis­
lators in Wyoming. He said that he cul­
tivates the frielldsbip of such individuals 
all year long, not just at budget time. 
A strong faculty senate is also a 
priority for J akubauskas. He said that 
while he doesn't always agree with the 
faculty, that's part of the necessary 
debate. During this debate, however, he 
said he would not abdicate his responsi­
bility to make the final decision. 
Stressing that while it is necessary for 
students to get jobs and develop careers 
from the courses they take at the univer-
sity, these courses become dated quickly 
and students must continue their educa­
tion after graduation. 
"In order to prevent obsoleseence and 
develop skills to write, read, think and 
adapt, students can get that in the 
liberal arts. It is important for every 
field. We must think far ahead, but we 
don't know what the world will be like 
then. The liberal arts will prepare people 
to function in this changing world," he 
said. 
' 
Giving support to vocational education 
and continuing education, Jakubauskas 
said, "in the future the traditional four­
year lock -step approach in education will 
be less applicable. In the years ahead, 
there will be all sorts of ways of deliver­
ing education. It's going to be a muddy 
situation, but one we have to address as 
educators." 
• 
Dr. Jolm Keiser 
The largest crowd of the two days 
turned out to greet Dr. John Keiser on 
Friday afternoon, as the final candidate 
on the list described similarities between 
Sangamon State, where he is acting 
president, and BSU. 
Answering a question about his "knee­
jerk" reaction to BSU, he admitted he 
had done some homework. He said he 
liked the physical plant, the downtown 
location, and most importantly, he 
said-setting the tone for the session­
he liked the evidence of pride in both 
students and faculty. 
"It seems the further east you go, the 
higher the level of cynicism," Keiser 
said. 
A list of his priorities for BSU, should 
he have a chance to implement them, 
Keiser led off once more with the qualify 
of pride he believes is already evident 
here. But he said he would focus on an 
increased relationship between state 
government and the university in re­
search, teaching and developing new 
programs. 
He would expand the graduate school 
1 
if he could work out cooperative agree­
ments with the University of Idaho and 
Idaho State University. He said he 
would like to plug up a high rate (40 
percent) of student attrition, establish 
priorities for recruiting and yet not 
lower standards. 
Would he be a faculty advocate, 'or 
just an employee of the State Board? 
"A good employee advises his employ­
er about realities," he said, "and morale 
depends upon a reasonably well paid 
faculty." 
Student input is critical, he said, and 
he welcomes it in such areas as tenure 
discussions and personnel committees. 
Students would not be controlling fac­
tors, but have the same input "as any 
consumer who has a right to be heard." 
Student press needs an advisory com­
mittee of some sort, but heavy with 
student representation. 
Balance between research and teach­
ing in the university is most desirable, 
according to Keiser, but if he had to 
make a choice teaching would have to be 
the first priority. 
"We have scholars, teachers and prac­
titioners in a university. Not all do the 
same thing. Rewards should be as high 
for each thing." 
Asked point-blank about why he 
would like to be BSU president as 
several -others were, Keiser once more 
stressed his imiJ'ession of the univer­
sity: 
"First, I was impressed with the pride 
and esprit. It's more unique and valuable 
than you may realize." 
He said he likes the fact that BSU is 
located in a state capital. "That provides 
an educational opportunity that exists 
here and not anywhere else in the state." 
BSU hr.s a balance between applied 
and liberal arts, he continued, and he 
hopes that can be maintained. "It forces 
you to come to grips with both the 
applied and liberal arts. There is a good 
mix with your six schools." 
Finally, he said, Boise would be a good 
place to raiae his three boys. 
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Students Plan Pavilion Publicity Drive 
[CoadDued from pap 1] 
as new audience members hurried in to 
fill all available seats. Media men and 
women streamed in to pack the side 
table, others hauled in cables, lighting 
equipment, TV cameras and radio 
recorders to all available viewpoints in 
the room. 
BSU President Dick Bullington quick­
ly recalled the board's 1977 acceptance of 
a pavilion feasibility study, introduced 
architect Glen Cline to show the board 
what one concept of such a facility would 
look like, if erected on the present tennis 
courts area of the BSU campus. 
An Enticing Slide Show 
In a 15-minute slide show, projected 
onto a giant wall screen in the darkened 
board room, Cline flashed enticing 
images of a facilities-packed, saddle­
shaped structure capable of holding 
12,500 people for major shows and 
sports events, with surrounding special 
and general use rooms as follows: 
Enough theatre-style seating in am­
phitheatre shape to allow staging of 
"major" touring entertainment and cul­
tural show in Boise. 
Enough arena-floor space to allow two 
basketball games-or division into space 
for other games-at the same time. 
General purpose rooms throughout 
the building to house student offices, 
necessary facilities storage, games 
equipment like pool and ping-pong 
tables, general classroom use in lecture 
and seminar style. 
Special purpose rooms such as confer­
ence hall to accommodate 750 people in 
meeting or convention session outside 
the central arena. 
In-house capacity for food catering, 
athletic training and conditioning equip­
ment and special audio-visual service to 
meetings and education sessions. 
Time To Get Serious 
After Cline turned off his projector 
and lights came back on, the board 
listened to ASBSU President Mike Hoff­
man report on the BSU student senate's 
support of the project and necessary 
student fee to fmance it. 
They heard Hoffman describe a n  
intense month-long student question-
naire campaign that would ultimately 
determine student-wide support for such 
a fee increase. 
Finally, board member Dr. John 
Swartley said it seemed to him 'we have 
put off this pavilion question for some 
time now, and it seems we are going to 
have to take a serious look at it now." 
Other board members nodded agree­
ment. 
Without dissent, Alford made the sig­
nificant appointment of a board commit­
tee to follow the student poll, analyze 
other financing possibilities and report 
back to the board in March. 
BSU's long, low-level pavilion cam­
paign was clearly out in the open 
Arena Designed to Handle Sports Potpourri 
by Bob C. Hall 
How do you design a huge-capacity events arena to house 268-
thousand square feet of space for mass-audience sports and entertain­
ment shows, intimate seminar sessions, quiet hobby and crafts pursuits, 
efficient office and meeting operations with easy public access to all 
sections that can still be "closed off' as needed to provide el!onomical 
heat, light and custodial services-and built it on a flood plain where a 
steady seep of river water is about three feet below a sandy surface? 
Oh, yes, and keep the whole, soaring thing from violating a low-line 
aspect of surrounding architecture in an area where the buildings' 
"customers" want their view of trees and mountains left open, please. 
FOCUS asked that question of architect Glen Cline and an associate in 
the firm of Cline, Smull, Hamill & Associates just after Cline had shown 
a model of that answer to a press confer­
ence audience in the BSU student union. 
Here's a summary of what FOCUS 
learned, watching Cline and his fellow 
architect sketch the problem and its 
solutions on folds of BSU cafete ria 
napkins: 
Getting Up, But Down 
In order to keep the building's 
immense weight from bearing straight 
down on the soggy campus "flat" via 
pillars or posts, the proposed pavilion 
hangs its shell on high-tensioned cables, 
with the critical roof mass thus born 
across rather than bearing straight 
down at a few high-pressure support 
points. 
That allows a building to be con­
structed on a broad-flat base well above 
ground, the main arena "floating" up 
over that base. On the ground three 
levels of general and special use rooms 
are then arranged into the base "block" 
that is not much higher than anything 
else on campus. 
A Peculiar, Sensible Aspeet 
To get an 'arena roof shape that works 
on the cable concept but does not soar 
overhead into the campus' mountain­
park view backdrop (as do such quonset­
hut shapes as the domes at ISU and the 
University of Idaho), the BSU pavilion 
seems to slump at one side, yet tilt up 
from a low center, saucer-style, from 
another viewpoint. 
Architect Cline says it is simply a 
giant cowboy saddle shape, turning 
down at the stirrup sides and with sharp 
uplifts at cantle and pommel ends. 
Outside, the advantage is a clearing of 
views across the lowest center of most of 
the middle of the roof, even more view 
along the sloping two sides, leaving only 
the swept-up ends as skyline "blocks." 
Inside, the acoustical efficiency advan­
tage is immense, claims Cline. 
He grabs a napkin to sketch a dome, 
draws straight lines indicating sound 
waves rising to the interior of the dome 
from the arena floor. 
"Inside, the dome shape is concave 
and, like a light lens, it will tend to 
reflect sound waves right back to a cen­
tral focus on the floor beneath. That 
means a lot of sound equipment to get 
the sound out to the sides, where the 
audience is listening." 
Then Cline's pen arcs across his build­
ing "saddle" shape with evident familiar­
ity. Again, he draws sound wave pen 
lines up from the floor to strike what is 
now a convex interior roof shape. 
HELICOPTER LOOK at proposed BSU pavilion reveals peculiar rectangle with 
saddle-shaped roof dominant. Note allied location of old gym and swimming 
pool building on far side, with concourse-mall dividing student dorms in fore­
ground. Vo·tech complex Is seen in background. 
ARCHITECT GLEN CLINE makes presentation to State Board. 
"Here, you see, the curvature acts to 
spray the sound waves out to the sides of 
the interior space, which greatly lessens 
the need for machine assistance in sound 
equipment to push the acoustics where 
you want them." 
"I'll tell you," the associate expert 
puts in, "that the design makes a roof of 
immense bearing capacity and the drain­
age off all the different slopes will be fast 
and very effective." 
A Tight Squeeze Turns Plus 
When Cline and his colleagues first 
looked at the space between the present 
swimming pool-gym and Chaffee Hall 
where the building is planned to sit, they 
saw an immediate problem. 
With a compass, they swing the giant 
circle that is always involved to enclose a 
large arena floor with surrounding 
audience seats-and kept running into 
the two adjacent buildings. 
"There is not enough room between 
those buildings to design a perfect-circle 
pavilion, of the kind you see at Washing­
ton State University, Weber State Uni­
versity and others," said Cline. 
Their long-mulled answer became an 
asset to devotees of major cultural and 
entertainment shows, without serious 
loss of sports event intimal'y that a bull­
ring-style perfect circle seating arrange­
ment insures, they explained. 
Their design turned into a thild oval, 
compressing two sides of the building to 
get it in between the gym and Chaffee 
hall, lengthening it a bit to compensate 
for the "squeeze," in the east-west 
direction. 
That allowed the lower levels of seat­
ing to stay tightly ringed around the 
arena floor for the "pit" intimacy that 
basketball fans love. Then, the seating in 
the more space-consuming higher level 
is over-loaded to one end of the upper 
oval shape. 
"That's a great advantage when you 
set up the arena area for entertainment 
events like stage shows," notes Cline. "It 
lets a section of the fioor area be set up 
for staging before the end that has a 
large seating capacity than the other 
three-quarters of the oval." 
So you can present the staging facing 
most of the audience. A circle demands 
that the stage move back to allow more 
audience view with much of it from 
extreme side views of the stage. 
VV�,Run,Trotorihive 
If the basic exterior configuration of 
the BSU saddle is the vital skeleton on 
which all key space, acoustic and 
FROM lWO SIDES, pavilion is either 
saucer or sugarbowl in shape, but is 
actually saddle-outline. 
strength potentials can work comfort­
ably together, the arena floor is critical 
foundation for most major inside uses, 
notes Cline. 
Pushing a napkin aside, he starts 
pressing his hands down and up in the 
air-to describe this key fioor details. 
A floor of poured composition mix, 
such as the popular Tartan-style used at 
[eoatiDuecl OD pap 4] 
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Bronco Saddle 
Would Not 
Block View 
[Continued from page 3) 
U. Idaho and Washington State Univer­
sity pavilions, is Cline's favorite. 
He would pour that out on layers of 
asphalt, gravel and sand to offer a mildly 
flexible feel for the legs of athletes, with 
maximum durability for more grinding 
uses that are simply not allowable on 
traditional gym floors. 
Such uses would be rubber tired 
vehicles arrayed in auto shows, boat 
shows, parades and circus acts. 
Others would be soft-shoed horses and 
other animals brought in on a special 
floor covering of earth or sawdust or 
fabric for horse shows, circus and parade 
spectaculars. 
Others would be the on-surface con­
struction of displays, booths and other 
hard-based structures (a wooden run­
ning track for example) to allow building 
income as host to commercial shows, 
exhibits. conventions and indoor track 
and field competition. 
Portable basketball and tennis setups 
are ea:sily accommodated as routine uses 
on such a surface, Cline concludes. 
WITH SEATS on arena floor as well us 
permanent seats (darkest areas). off. 
loaded advantage for stage show 
facing largest seating area is seen. 
Generosity in Special Uses 
When it comes to other things people 
can do in the structure's six-level design, 
Cline says the system is "very gener­
ous." 
Because so many of the auxiliary 
spaces around the central arena are to be 
built as general purpose segments, in a 
variety of accommodation sizes, "almost 
any educational, general academic or 
social activity should be accommodated 
on reasonable scheduling arrange­
ments," thinks Cline. 
He notes that scheduling is the vital 
ingredient to any multi-purpose build­
ing's economics and "consumer accep­
tance." 
Too, often, his firm's survey of other 
campus pavilions revealed, there is too 
little in auxiliary room, and too much in 
central arena dominance. Thus the 
demands for use by different groups can­
not be accommodated at the same time. 
That implies a lot of turnaways by 
harassed building managers, or events 
being "lost" because they cannot be 
accommodated in harmony with other 
events under the same roof. 
But the BSU design shows hobby and 
crafts rooms that are also suitable as 
educational classrooms, as the schedule 
requires, he points out. 
Lounge and game room areas were 
carefully placed in various "quarters" of 
the overall building, so one group could 
have lounge and gaming uses in one main 
part of the building without denying 
such comforts to another group, else­
where in the structure. 
That policy is similar to wiring a house 
electrical system so that, if a fuse blows, 
at least one light and outlet will be avail­
able and working in each room. 
This was followed for all "comfort and 
convenience" features, such as conces­
sion booths, lounges, rest rooms and 
audio-visual meeting rooms. 
S.viac the Judtor'• Lep 
Finally, Cline and his associate aat 
back amid the litter of napkin art to 
finish cold coffee. They agreed that if the 
design bad a single feature that ought to 
r-........ ___ .. ___ Ptlrlitltl �-----------= 
During February, major assemblies of students will be scheduled into group 
lecture haHs in all campus buildings, to hear an information presentation on the 
BSU pavilion proposal of the BSU student government. 
At the close of each session, the following questionnaire will be offered. 
After tabulation of the qu�stionnaire results, the student government will • 
decide on future support of a student fee increase to help pay for a pavilion 
project. 
H�re is the questionnaire, as planned by the student government: 
1. Do you agree with the need for a BSU student pavilion 7 
1 2 3 4 5 ( 1 is "strongly agree," 5 is "strongly disagree," with 
numbers in between provided for a range of attitude between those 
extremes.) 
2. What activities would you want emphasized in the main arena? 
3. What activities would you want emphasized in the multi-purpose 
rooms? 
4. If we students of BSU are to have such a facility, then we will 
have to pay for a significant portion of it. Keeping this in mind, would 
you support the proposed staggered fee increase for the pavilion 7 
Yes__ No __ 
5. What is your current class standing? 
Freshman __ Sophomore __ Junior __ Senior __ Graduate __ 
6. Do you have any other viewpoints/miscellaneous comments on 
the proposed pavilion? 
7. Would you please comment on this presentation? 
·················································································-·········-··························································1 
make those who ha vc to pay for it happy, 
it would be the superiority of true 
multiple-usc flexibility, compared to 
what Clme calls the "essentially basket 
ball palace ' rigidity of recent pa'liilion 
structure!'i in the region. That will allow 
economy of operational costs superior to 
field house styled structures that must 
be w1de open to all users at the same 
time. 
In what Cline likes to quip should be 
called "The Bronco Saddle," major sec­
tions of the building's heat, light and 
ventilation systems can be totally shut 
down without affecting comfortable use 
in a single section being scheduled for 
use. 
"The savings on size of janitorial staff, 
heat and light bills, over all the years 
this building will function-at projected 
MORE ROOMS available on second 
floor of "base" structure and first 
rows of arena seating are on level two. 
growth of power and labor costs-will be 
a umque asset to the operator., and 
owner of the plant," claimed ClmE.' s a 
close to the mterv1ew. 
"THAT'S WHERE WE'D BE" - Espe­
cially Interested in proposed BSU 
pavilion model are Sports Information 
Director Jim Faucher, who's success 
promoting BSU sports events would 
be key revenue factor to help pay for 
it, and B.A.A. Secretary Ernie Rober­
•on, whose organization has pledged 
$1-milllon. "last least," to launch the 
project. 
BSU Pavilion 
Trivia Test 
Among BSU alumni and friends and 
arong the streets of Boise where its 
existence could have dramatic social 
and cultural impact, debates and gossip 
about the proposed multi-purpose 
pavilion here will daubtless be a main 
staple of conversational activities in 
weeks to come. 
FOCUS herewith provides the tid­
bits and odd facts one will need to 
dominate such sessions and maybe win 
a bet or two: 
How old is BSU's present gym? 
It was built in 1956, designed to hold 
3,600 when Boise's population was SO­
thousand. 
If the pavilion means moving the ten­
nis courts and baseball field, where will 
they go? 
New courts would be built next to the 
Towers dorms on Capital Boulevard; the 
baseball field could be moved to a site 
offered to the university along Prospect 
avenue just east of the main campus. 
How many arenas of this type are 
heavily supported in bonding by use of 
student fees? 
Of the 12 newest arenas built at west 
ern universities, all twelve are funded in 
part by student fees. 
What's the effect on student fees at 
BSl.. , as they now stand? 
Now, BSC's student fee total for all 
purpo!>es is $185. 'ext year, if th<' 
pav1hon plan were acrepted by students 
and the :,tatE.' Board, students would pa) 
$210 in total fee!'i, then the fee wou d 
peak at $235 for aradE.'mlc y<'ar 1979 ,.0 
Is the peak fee level proposed at BSl 
"out of line" with what students at ISC 
and Idaho pay? 
Presently, University of Idaho stu 
dents pay a fee total of $226, this year; 
l<faho State students pay $216. 
How long do the experts say it would 
tab te pat die ......... fa ••• if it wu 
started today? 
Assuming student and state board 
support is achieved "this spring," it 
would take three years to open the doors 
for use. 
What is the inflation rate "hazard" to 
the project? 
McGraw Hill's national construction 
survey sets in inflation rate of one per­
cent, every month, at present. Based on 
the current construction estimate of 
about $19-20 million, each year's delay 
would add $1.5 million to final costs, 
with that yardstick. 
How many BSU students who agree to 
a higher fee for a pavilion can be 
expected to stay iD the Boise area long 
enough after graduation to "get their 
money's worth" out of it. 
A BSU study shows that about 85 per­
cent of BSU graduates make their homes 
within the area called Treasure valley. 
The majority of those are living within 
the Boise metropolitan area. 
What are the event seating limits of 
the pavilion? 
Twelve thousand for athletic events; 
8,600 for concerts and staged events; 
13,000 for concerts in the "round." 
How many total rooms are plumed? 
The plan shows 130 individual rooms, 
capable of holding 2,500 students or 
others in a mix of meetings and activities 
at any one time. 
Committee Approves News Policy 
A new BSU policy, "Information/Mass 
Communications," has cleared approval 
by the university executive committee 
and is now in effect, at the instructions 
of President Richard Bullington. 
Committee members are chairman 
Jerry Davis, High School & University 
Relations; Tom Truaky, assistant profes­
sor of English; Dr. Robert Adkins, asso· 
ciate professor of marketing; Steve 
Jensen, manager, BSU Printing & 
Graphiea Serviee; Amy Skov, associate 
professor of art; Jim Faucher, sports 
information director; and Bob C. Hall, 
information director. 
Major feature of the policy is a 
requirement that standards for univer­
sity mass communications and informa­
tion features such as the BSU logotype, 
the university seal, and the university's 
promotional themes, be approved by the 
committee, then appropriately used in 
printed, visual and audio mediums in 
which BSU materials are involved. 
A key provision of the policy requires 
that university agencies which handle 
most of the materials involved at the 
production or purchase point (BSU 
Printing and Graphic Service, Educa­
tional Materials Services and the BSU 
Purchasing Office, notify the Informa­
tion Director when such projects are 
ordered. This is to allow a regular audit 
and consultation process on all such 
projects, aimed at production coordina­
tion for best economy, and improved 
quality on BlliW! -promotion and informa­
tion projects. 
-----------------------------------------------------
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Copyright Law Cramps Campus Copying 
by Larry Gardner 
Music students may have to Jearn to 
play by ear and English students return 
to the oral tradition if the provisions of a 
new copyright law are strictly enforced. 
The Copyright Revision Bill which 
became effective January 1 substantially 
tightens regulations covering reproduc­
tion of copyrighted material. 
For the Music department at Boise 
State University, the ramifications could 
be monetarily disastrous under a strict 
interpretation of the new Jaw. For every 
department that depends upon photo­
copying of supplemental materials for 
classroom work, drastic curtailment of 
the practice may be required. 
Law Requires Royalties 
The new Jaw requires payment for all 
royalties by colleges and universities if 
the performer is paid. In addition, the 
three major music licensing agencies, 
ASCAP (American Society of Compo­
sers, Authors and Publishers); BMI 
(Broadcast Music Inc.); and SESAC 
(Society of European Stage Authors and 
Composers) are trying to hitch a ride on 
the bandwagon. They are seeking 
royalties on music performed, either 
recorded or live when an admission 
charge is made for the performance. 
"In the past, when you purchased the 
music you also purchased the right to 
perform (unless you were performing for 
a profit). Now, when we purchase music 
it does not necessarily give us the right 
to perform it." says Wilber D. Elliott, 
chairman of the Music department at 
BSU. 
About the only aspect of the issue that 
can be interpreted universally exempt 
under the new Jaw is music played 
within the educational institution during 
a classroom exercise from original sheet 
music. 
In effect the law reads that a musical 
presentation can be exempt from royalty 
payment only if there is no direct or 
indirect commercial gain; no payment of 
any fee or other payment for the 
performance to any performer, promo­
ter or organizer; or if there is no direct 
or indirect admission charge. 
If there is an admission charge, then 
all net proceeds must be used exclusive­
ly for educational, religious or charitable 
purposes and the copyright owner must 
have no objection to that use of his 
material. 
What about such things as the band 
performing during a football game? 
� 
"" f!..T LEA51, THEY COULD SUSPECT US 
IN PERSON." 
How about songs sung by a choral 
group during an alumni dinner? 
Would both of these examples be 
subject to royalty charges? Or would 
they be classified as relating entirely to 
educational purposes? 
Can the school purchase a blanket 
license for the year from each major 
agency? And if so, what criteria would 
apply to the cost? 
Elliott said the new Jaw is so cloudy in 
some of these areas that there is even 
speculation requiring a license by an 
organization sponsoring a college singing 
group, such as a church. 
The budget at BSU for the purchase of 
music is $2,000 or Jess, Elliott says. 
Conceivably the purchase of three 
licenses would cost more than the entire 
budget. 
Interpretation Fuzzy 
"These are all cloudy areas, and if this 
(strict interpretation of the law) goes 
through, it just puts us out of business," 
Elliott predicts. 
But Elliott and his colleagues in the 
Music department are not jumping to 
conclusions and predicting disaster yet. 
They anticipate court action soon that 
may help clarify the issues. 
The National Association of Schools of 
Music, an accrediting organization with 
about 450 members, has advised schools 
including BSU to stand fast and operate 
under old guidelines. The association is 
investigating the consequences for the 
member schools, Elliott says. 
Music instructors hope, of course, that 
as the national organizations investigate 
and interpret the law, they may extract 
some exemptions for schools, churches 
and charitable organizations. 
Every department in the university 
shares stiffer restrictions under the new 
law in the area of photocopying. Under 
the old 1909 law it was forbidden to copy 
complete works, music or literature 
protected by copyright. But enforce­
ment was very lax and in practice 
departments of any university pump out 
copied material to help students and to 
make unique material available. 
Apparently the revision will try to 
prevent even such copying for educa­
tional purposes without paying royalties. 
Reverberations may soon echo 
through the halls of every building on 
campus. 
"Basically the new law has tightened 
up the old, but it also serves notice they 
will enforce some of the provisions not 
enforced," says Dr. Charles Davis, 
chairman of the English department. 
"Universities across the country have 
been pretty lax in reproducing whole 
articles or parts of articles." 
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Weddings 
Teresa A. Tate was married Novem­
ber 26 to Michael M. Brown. He grad­
uated from BSU, while she is a junior 
there. 
Paul Tiddens and LyDDe Kushlau were 
married December 3. The bride attended 
BSU and is employed by IBM Corpora­
tion. Tiddens is a BSU graduate and 
works for Bach Photographs. 
Bruce Loop and Susan Ritchie were 
married December 23. Bruce is a grad­
uate of BSU Vocational-Technical school. 
Adela Grace JohnsoD and Doru Lee 
Ward exchanged wedding vows Decem­
ber 23 in Anchorage, Alaska. The bride, 
a 197 4 graduate of BSU, is employed as a 
graphic artist for the U.S. Forest Ser­
vice. Her husband received a degree in 
business administration from BSU in 
1976 and is employed as a pilot for 
Alaska International Industries. 
A unity candle was lit simultaneously 
by Karen Hoc:hhalter and Thomu Mar­
tin to symbolize a joining of their lives 
together in a wedding ceremony Novem­
ber 26. 
The bride and groom are both 
graduates of Boise State University. 
Roy Harada and Elizabeth Striegel 
were married on November 26. The 
bridegroom, a graduate of BSU, is 
employed by Larry Barnes truck broker­
age. The bride attends BSU, and is 
employed by the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources. 
Patrick John King and Kittie Kristina 
Graham were unit� in marriage No­
vember 25. The bridegroom graduated 
from BSU in 1975, and is currently in the 
U.S. Navy. Kris also attended BSU, and 
is a former employee of the Alumni 
office. 
A November 12 wedding united KareD 
Sue Eberly and Mark Alan Dunn. The 
bride is a graduate of Boise State Uni­
versity. 
MaryLou McRill became the bride of 
Eugene Nosco November 25. Both the 
bridegroom and the bride are second 
lieutenants in the U.S. Army. The bride 
is a graduate of Boise State University, 
and taught high school in Ashton for two 
years before entering the army last 
July. 
Russell Strong and Marilee Wilson 
were married on November 26. The 
bridegroom is a graduate of Boise State 
University. He is employed by Morrison­
Knudsen. 
A December 30 wedding united Terri 
Caron and Leander "Joe" Miller. The 
bride is a graduate of Boise State, and is 
currently a supervisor for a department 
store in Great Falls, Montana. 
The new Jaw delineates that you can 
only use short sections without permis­
sion, and that you can reproduce them 
only if you are going to use them for 
review, Davis points out. 
Old Practices Qut 
"Educators are going to have to be very 
careful. It also goes into the use of film 
strips, video tape· and things like that," 
Davis continues. 
"We have copied entire articles in th� 
past, I hate to admit. When we have 
special topics courses, it's hard to find 
copies of non-traditional things." 
Davis referred to publishers being 
very reluctant to reorganize materials 
unless they appeal to very wide 
audiences. That leaves the college 
instructor and student without adequate 
resources in many instances when these 
materials a-re also unavailable in the 
library. 
Davis said the most common practice 
involving technically illegal copying is 
for instructors to issue a reading list and 
now and then to supplement that with 
copied materials. 
"I think it will be tricky to do that in 
the future." 
What are the motives behind the 
revision? 
"It depends upon what the publishers 
want to accomplish. I don't know if they 
want to curtail some flagrant case, or if 
they really intend to be very picky about 
it," Davis speculates. 
"The real test will come in a 
composition class where it's common to 
copy whole pages or two of articles for 
students to analyze. A paragraph or two 
is no problem, but how about whole 
articles?" 
"In today's curriculum it's hard to find 
any text that is exactly what a course 
needs or an instructor wants to do with 
it," he emphasizes. 
Considering the escalating prices of 
text books, sheet music, and educational 
materials, instructors are forced to 
require texts that cover only the most 
essential things and do the rest 
themselves with the help of the 
photocopy machine. 
About the only alternative according 
to Davis would be to expand the library 
budget by huge amounts and put many 
things on reserve that are presently 
unavailable. 
Such an alternative would take 
unavailable time and money, and time is 
running out for copying en masse with­
out permission. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Edward Boyer and MariaD Burda 
were married November 25. The bride­
groom attended BSU. He is employed by 
Capital Lumber. The bride is a BSU 
graduate employed by Boise Dental 
Center. 
Chris W. Morpo and Paula R. Wu­
gu were married on November 19. The 
bridegroom is a student at BSU. His wife 
also attended BSU, and is employed by 
Morrison-Knudsen. 
Carol ADD White and Mark H. Muler 
exchanged wedding vows December 3. 
The bride is a BSU graduate, and is cur­
rently employed as assistant finance 
manager for Western Farm Service in 
Jerome. 
BreodaJ. Eddy and Michael H. Evans 
were married in a double-ring ceremony 
December3. 
She is a graduate of Boise State Uni­
versity, while her husband is currently 
attending ISU at Pocatello. 
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Academic 
Awards 
Fete 
on Slate 
One of the prime objectives of the 
Alumni Association is to support aca­
demic excellence at BSU. It seems that 
most other activities at the University 
have a recognition ceremony for high 
achievers, whereas only a small number 
of academic standouts get recognized at 
commencement each spring. 
Dr. Gerald Wallace, BSU's popular 
executive vice president for academics, 
doesn't think they get enough, and he is 
right again! 
The Alumni Association has decided to 
do something about this lack of recogni­
tion scholars receive. 'A spring banquet 
is on the planning boards. A committee, 
consisting of BSU deans and other 
academicians, in conjunction with the 
Alumni Association, is busy planning an 
evening to honor BSU student scholars. 
The guest list will include alumni, 
faculty, students, administrative per­
sons and parents and friends of BSU 
scholars. 
The evening .will start with a social 
hour. Immediately after the social, 
dinner will be served, followed by the 
awards program, which will include a 
guest speaker. The banquet will con­
clude with a dance featuring BSU's 
incredible Jazz Ensemble. 
Please watch for the date for BSU's 
First Annual Academic Awards Ban­
quet, sponsored by the Alumni Associa­
tion. 
It's what BSU is all about: Education! 
Involvement? 
Place a Call 
by Jack Adkins 
In the time since I became president of 
the BSU Alumni Association, I have had 
several people ask me how they can 
become active members of the associa­
tion. 
Not only is it easy to become involved, 
but the association is seeking those of 
you who want involvement. All it takes 
is a call to the Alumni Office at the Uni­
versity-385-1698. 
There are numerous ways for you to 
be active. These range from providing 
your opinions, to serving on committees, 
or from attending Alumni functions, to 
seeking an Alumni Board of Director's 
position. 
As a matter of fact, one of the pri­
mary topics of discussion at this week's 
board meeting was the need for "mem­
ber involvement" in the many upcoming 
Alumni activities next spring and fall. 
Among these activities are the ban­
quet for academic achievers, Alumni­
Varsity football game, golf tournament, 
reunion, homecoming, annual dinner­
dance and the depot champagne recep­
tion. 
These activities require committees, 
sales, promotion, advertising, players, 
coaches, planning, administration, or­
ganization and a great deal of hard work 
and good times. 
They all provide a tremendous oppor­
tunity for you to maintain contact with 
the University and old friends while pro­
viding a valuable service to the Univer­
sity and the Alumni Association. 
If you think you would like to become 
involved in any of these activities or 
become involved in any other way, 
please give us a call at the Alumni Office. 
Better yet, stop by the Alumni Office 
or plan to attend a board meeting. You 
and your input are always welcome. 
If you are unable to play an active 
role, for whatever reason, we want very 
much to see you this spring at some 
great Alumni events. 
Financial Aid Streamlines Forms 
by Jocelyn Fannia 
Tired of filling out myriad forms for a 
college-bound son or daughter or for 
yourself? BSU has adopted a new system 
whereby applicants for financial aid can 
fill out two forms and call it a day. 
The Idaho Application for Financial 
Aid and the College Scholarship Service 
Financial Aid Form CSS/F AF are now 
used in tandem, serving to make the 
application process "a little easier," 
according to Esperanza Nee, Career and 
Financial Services Advisor. 
Nee worked last year with the Idaho 
Association of Student Financial Admin­
istrators to eliminate unnecessary paper­
work required of students. 
"Financial aid was so complicated to 
begin with," she says. "Students might 
I 
send one form in only to find out that 
another was required. High school coun­
selors found it very difficult to keep 
track of all the necessary forms from 
many schools, too." 
The two forms will now be used for 
determination of BSU need-based schol­
arships, basic grants, student loans and 
work-study employment. 
Over 2, 700 students applied for finan­
cial aid for the academic year 1977-78 at 
BSU, according to Richard Reed, Coor­
dinator of Student Financial Aid, Career 
and Financial Services. As of December 
15, 1977, 2,282 students received a total 
of $2,802,371 in financial aid from 15 dif­
ferent programs, he reports. 
"With the new system," Reed says, 
"our students and their families will only 
have to list income and assets once 
instead of several times on more compli­
cated papers." 
The Idaho form, coupled with the 
CSS/FAF, makes it possible for stu­
dents to apply for fmancial aid with a 
one-time mail in of required data. In 
addition to making financial application 
easier at BSU, the forms will also serve 
for application at other schools of higher 
education in Idaho, and the CSS form 
may be used in at least 20 other states as 
well. 
The new approach to financial aid 
application was developed by the U.S. 
Office of Education and the Coalition for 
Coordination of Student Financial Aid. 
NEED FINANCIAL HELP? New and easier aid policies are explained to applicant Tracy Miller, right, by 
Chris Williams and Esperanza Nee, advisors, and Jeanne Daniel. clerk. The three all work with the some 
2,700 students who applied for financial aid for the 19n-78 academic year at BSU. Major simplification 
adopted by BSU recently was the use of a tandem form for all BSU applications. BSU deadline for aid for 
need based and academic scholarships Fall semester 1978 is March 1. 
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Jobs 
Kent M. Delana has been promoted to 
real estate senior credit officer at the 
administrative office of Idaho First 
National Bank, Boise. He has attended 
graduate classes in Business Adminis­
tration at BSU. 
Don E. Pettiapr has been appointed 
manager of the Idaho First National 
bankcard service department, adminis­
trative office, Boise. He attended BSU 
and in July, 1977, completed the 
National Bankcard Management School, 
Chicago. 
W&rDer L. TerreD m has been pro­
moted to investments assistant vice 
president at the administrative office of 
the Idaho First National Bank, Boise. He 
received a Masters degree in Business 
Administration from BSU in 1973. 
State Rep. Larry Jaeluon, R-Boise, 
has announced his candidacy for the 
Republican nomination for Governor in 
1978. Jackson is a native of Nampa and 
attended Boise Junior College. 
Don Deters is a recent addition to the 
staff of Treasure Valley State Bank. 
Originally from Moscow, he attended 
Boise State University and graduated 
from the College of Idaho. 
Robb Caufield, Boise, has been named 
associate accountant at FMC Corpora­
tion's elemental phosphorus plant near 
Pocatello. Caufield graduated from BSU 
last Spring with a bachelor of business 
administration degree in accounting. 
Richard L. Joaes has been promoted 
and transferred from Idaho Falls to 
Lewiston as manager of the Idaho First 
National Bank's Data Center. 
He is a native of Wendell, and studied 
accounting at Boise State University. 
Promotion of Warren Robinson to 
director of budget and financial planning 
has been announced by the president of 
Intermountain Gas Co. 
Robinson holds a Masters degree in 
Business Administration from Boise 
State University. 
Another alum involved in local busi­
ness is Mike CampbeD who attended 
BSU for four years and graduated in 
1977. 
He is currently employed at the 
Broadway branch of Idaho First National 
Bank as a management trainee. 
Mike graduated with a BA in Psychol­
ogy. 
The appointment of Clair F. Eber­
hardt to the board of directors for Heri­
tage Homes, Inc. was announced Janu­
ary 17 by the general manager. 
Eberhardt has been with Heritage 
Homes since 1972 as comptroller. 
Eberhardt is a 1971 graduate of Boise 
State University. 
Dick CriiiD&D is the office manager of 
the new Cybernet Public Terminal office 
in Boise. Crisman is a native of Boise, 
and attended Boise State University in 
the late '60's. It was there that he be­
came interested i n  computers, later 
receiving his degree in General Business 
fromBSU. 
Process 
Career and Financinl Services Direc­
tor Richard Rapp reports that many stu­
dents entering Boise State find them­
selves seeking hdp from his. office with 
financial aid and work-study employ 
ment queries. 
Acrording to Student Employment 
Clerk, Jane Mullin, rerords show that 
from July 1, 1977, through January 31, 
1978, 2,536 student applications wer<" 
The CSS/F AF and Idaho Ap_plication 
for Financial Aid should be filed by April 
3 for financial help during the 1978-79 
academic year. BSU applications for 
need based and 'academic scholarships 
are due March 1. 
The applications may be obtained from 
Career and Financial Services, Boise 
State University 83725. High sehool stu· 
dents may obtain the forms from their 
schools and send both to College Scholar­
ship Service, Box 380, Berkeley, CA 
94701. 
BSU scholarship recipients will re­
ceive their notifications starting in May, 
1978. Applicants for grants, loans and 
part time employment will be notified 
during July. 
processed by the office. "With this work 
load, it's very important that students 
apply for financial aid as early as 
possible," she says. 
Mullin reports that from the beginning 
of fall semester through December, 
1977, 600 students were awarded work· 
study funds (monies enabling them to 
work for various BSU departments 
while attending schoo, here) and about 
425 of those were actually employed on 
campus. 
The number of students attending 
BSU who received grants from several 
different programs as of the beginning of 
spring semester was 1,502, "and it keeps 
growing," Mullin reports. 
About 498 students receive direct stu­
dent loans, while regular and special 
scholarships go to 932. Forty three nurs 
ing student" rcrf'IVf' nursmg srholar 
ship/loans for that two and four year 
program, '>he says, and thf' federal Law 
Enforcement f.duration Prol!'ram 
ILEEP� has awarded grants to 57 
Patrick B. Vaughn 
Vaughn Named 
Coordinator 
Petrick B. VaughR, Weiser, has been 
appointed Regional Coordinator for the 
Payette-Weiser area for the BSU 
Alumni Association. 
A native of Boise, Vaughn graduated 
from Boise High School in 1965. He 
attended Idaho State University from 
1965 to 1968 and transferred to Boise 
State College in 1968. He then graduated 
from BSC in 1970, and received his dip· 
lorna from his father, Cliff Vaughn, who 
at that time was president of the BSC 
Alumni Association. 
In 1968, he joined the staff at Idaho 
First National Bank, Broadway Office, 
working there part-time until gradua­
tion. After graduation, he became a 
management trainee for Idaho First 
National. Formerly -the Assistant Man­
ager of the Post Falls branch, he was 
recently transferred to the Weiser 
branch. 
'8/th '!anne 
A Boise State University alum has 
rccf'ntly bf'en named to the first editiOn 
of "Who's Who in Heaith Care," a bio 
graphic compilation of leadership in thc­
ealth cart· fie �d 
:�.rh<>ll 
most com 
. .-
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Alum Combined Majors 
by Larry Gardner 
If you can't decide whether you like 
the applied, practical aspects of a career 
or the speculative, theoretical side, do as 
former BSG student Bruce McCain did­
take two majors and then combine those 
disciplines for your Ph.D. 
McCain, now 23 and a graduate stu­
dent at the University of California at 
Berkeley, finished degrees in accounting 
and psychology at BSU in the spring of 
1976. At Berkeley, McCain is beginning 
his second year in a Ph.D. program in 
organizational behavior. 
McCain describes the relatively new 
field as a combination of business, psy­
chology and sociology-a study of indi­
viduals in group settings, business set· 
tings primarily though not exclusively. 
The Nampa native plans to use his com­
bination Ph.D. as a teacher at the college 
level. 
In McCain's case, although working in 
business appeals to him, the flexibility 
and freedom to do research pulls him 
harder toward academfa. He said during 
a recent interview that the restrictions 
-the fear that he would be merely doing 
someone else's housekeeping tasks­
make business unattractive to him. 
The recent BSU graduate didn't get 
where he is today by taking "snap" 
courses, or the most interesting and 
appealing ones in the curriculum, either. 
While he feels his preparation at BSU 
was excellent, he also emphasizes that 
he was careful to select courses here that 
would benefit him in graduate school. He 
resisted the temptation to enroll only in 
the most popular or "fun" courses, 
McCain said. 
"The quality of teaching was much 
greater here (at BSU) than at Berkeley," 
McCain believes. "There was a limitation 
in classes offered (at BSU), but as far as 
the courses I had, most of them were 
good preparation." 
While he admits that he had to chal­
lenge several courses here to nail down 
two degrees in four years, the account­
ing, business and statistics courses in 
particular were good preparation for the 
things he is doing now in graduate 
school. 
"My background rompares favorably 
with a lot of people out of the big 
schools," McCarn says. 
He identifies some differences in 
teaching and rf'search emphasis at BSU 
and Berkeley that may result in what he 
calls a "greater enjoyment" for teaching 
at BSU than at Berkdey. 
"The effort that people here put into 
their teaching is a big ,factor in the 
quahty of instruction. They seem to 
enjoy their teaching. 
"Rewards for teaching there (Ber­
keley) are more for research. Instructors 
arc pushed toward research, while 
teachers here enjoy teaching to a much 
greater degree," McCain believes. 
"Culture shock also plays an important 
role in his experience at Berkeley, 
McCain realizes. 
McCain says he is still recovering from 
the shock of the first year at Berkeley, 
and describes his reaction to the life 
style and the academic differences as a 
matter of survival. 
"It's really easy to withdraw in some 
ways. I have to have something that 
pushes me," McCain admits. "Whether 
it's internal strength or fear of being 
wiped out. You learn a lot about your­
self, but if you withdrew .. . I don't 
know what it would be like." 
Many of the things McCain is studying 
in organizational behavior relate to his 
own reactions of life and survival in the 
alien culture of Berkeley, California. 
"My particular interests are at the 
individual self level-individual defen­
sive behavior about how to cope with 
anxiety either as a result of group parti­
cipation, or the ability of the group to 
help an individual cope with external 
forces." 
Part of that coping for McCain 
involves compi:lting in a Ph.D. program 
with at least 100 other candidates and an 
estimated 250 more in the MBA program 
at Berkeley. 
"It's bigger than the entire depart­
ment in a smaller environn1ent like Boise 
State." 
Honor List 
ti!:s (.an organizatior. of planning dtrE'c 
tors and state counci, chairmen f:•·om th 
50 states ana s1x terrltorte•,. a1 <;ecre•ar 
ard director 
On the state l�v 
boa�d ilf directer 
n fo 
.ur 
r..nd Profe· ional Worn 
and treasurer of the Boise l�al!:Uf' 
Women Voters . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• • • • •  Morr1son was a 1971 graduate m Pub 
lie Admimstration from Boise State and 
will complete her Master's in Public 
Administration this spring. 
John Shafter has been named loan 
offirer at the Broadway office in Boise 
for Idaho First National Bank. He joined 
the bank in 1973 as a management 
trainee in Coeur d'Alene. The Caldwell 
native is a graduate of Boise State 
University. 
Sharon Kohls has been promoted to 
the position of communications assistant 
for Intermountain Gas Co. 
Mrs. Kohls is a graduate of Boise 
State University with a degree in Com­
munications. 
On the move are Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Bradford (Etha Pefley, '34) of El Monte, 
Ca. 
After traveling extensively in Mexico 
and South America in 1975, they 
returned home for a brief time, then 
toured the U.S. and Canada for 101/a 
months. 
Once again at home, they are busy 
planning a tentative trip to the Yucatan 
peninsula of Mexico. 
Argolis Hyatt, an Idaho National 
Guard jet mechanic-turned-nursE', is the 
recipient of the Air Guard "Nurse of the 
Year" award voted by the American 
Military Surgeons of the United States. 
Hyatt graduated from BSU in 1970 
with a registered nurse degree. He went 
on to become a nurse practitioner which 
permits him to treat patients under a 
doctor's supervision. 
Staff Sergeant James A. Davenport 
has graduated with honors from the Air 
Training Command Noncommissioned 
Officer Leadership School at Chanute 
AFB, lll. 
Sgt. Davenport is a former student at 
Boise State University. 
Major Deani1 D. Ro11 has received 
the Meritorious Service Medal at Cars­
well AFB, Texas. 
Ross earned an MP A degree in 1977 
from Boise State. 
Deaths 
Funeral services for LaVerne R. 
[Coonrod) Nelson, 55, formerly of Boise, 
who died December 21 were held 
recently. 
She attended Boise schools, and also 
went to Boise Junior College one year to 
further her secretarial schooling. 
Funeral Services were held recently 
for Norman L. Book, 32, of Nampa, who 
died November 3, 1977. He was born 
March 1, 1945, in Boise. He graduated 
from Boise State College with a master's 
degree in business. 
Funeral services for Philip Wil1on 
were held December 15, 1977. Wilson 
died December 11 in Caldwell following 
an auto accident. He attended BSU, and, 
at the time of his death, was enrolled in 
Vo-Tech, in a machinist and welding 
course.· 
After graduation, she has continued. 
her interest and enthusiasm for BSU by 
serving on the Alumni Board for two 
years as secretary as well as chairing 
several committees. 
Angel Street 
Feb. 10-18 
Patrick Hamilton's psychological thril­
ler, "Angel Street," will be presented by 
the BSU Theatre Arts department 
February 10-18 in the Subal Theatre at 
8:15 p.m. 
Tickets are $3, general admission; 
$1.50, students; $1, senior citizens. BSU 
students are admitted free with activity 
card, and special group rates are avail­
able. 
The box office is open from 3-6 p.m. 
daily for reservations. Box office phone 
is 385-1462. 
-
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A Straw in the Wind? 
It could be the slightest of straws in the wind. Still, we were intrigued 
by the informal questionnaire project that the ASBSU programs board 
completed last November 30. It was the night of a lecture in the BSU 
student union ballroom by VERY major entertainer Steve Martin, who 
came here on a very major dollar guarantee. The kind that gives the 
Programs board members the shakes, considering the shutdown of the 
old BSU gymnastium for such events. They need every possible seat sale 
to "make it." 
The following questions were asked every time someone came to the 
student union ticket booth to buy tickets for the Steve Martin appear­
ance. Are you a full-time, part-time student or a non-student? Were you 
able to buy a ticket to this event? Have you ever been turned away from 
a BSU event because it was sold out, or has anyone you know been 
turned away for that reason? Do you feel the ballroom is a large enough 
facility to bring the types of entertainment you'd like to see, to Boise? 
Would you like to have a larger facility on this campus for entertainment 
events? 
BSU's ballroom, we recall, seats about 500 people for such an event, so 
the 165 questionnaires that were filled out seems a respectable statisti­
cal sample of entertainment-goers on campus. 
Eighty-six percent of the respondents said they were full-time stu­
dents. Ninety-six percent don't think the ballroom is large enough and 94 
percent want a larger entertainment facility on campus. The dominance 
of full-time students as the staple of campus entertainment support is 
not surprising. Nor is their enthusiasm for bigger and better facilities 
than the ballroom offers. But one suspects that the mere mention, on the 
questionnaire, of a higher fee rate to pay for such improvement would 
cut those "enthusiasm percentages" sharply. 
What is significant, or newsworthy, it seems to us, is the revelation 
that almost half of the students who came to the ticket booth (48 percent) 
to pay to see Steve Martin were turned away. This, because the thing 
was already sold out when they arrived. That student frustration, which 
seems the straw in the wind, the potential hunger to make an effort 
towards a bigger showplace, is made more intriguing by a related 
answer. Well over half of the respondents (62%) have been frustrated 
like that before, or know a fellow student who's been turned away trying 
to buy a ticket. 
We'd be the last to project this quite casual survey sample to a student 
body that seethes over the fact the chances of ever getting in to a worth­
while show or event on campus are 50 percent against them. But we'll be 
the first to state flatly that a major university campus, with such poten­
tial ticket support for major cultural and entertainment shows, ought to 
get cracking to take advantage of that unused opportunity. 
Within recent months, says assistant student activities director 
Christa Bax, nationally-famous entertainers and lecturers have graced 
the campus of schools "next door" in Utah, Montana and Oregon. But 
they've skipped right over Idaho because Boise couldn't guarantee an 
attendance-based "advance" of enough dollars to make a trip here seem 
worthwhile. 
BSU won't have a long wait to discover the answer to the intriguing 
glimpse of potential ticket buyers that the questionnaire revealed. When 
the ASBSU adds up figures on what seems a truly valid, campus-wide 
pavilion questionnaire, in which the lure AND the cost of paying for it 
are both on the "ball ott," we'll know if the little SUB ballroom is what 
the student body wants to live with, for years to come. 
BCH 
A Modest Proposal 
College humor. Some's good, some's mediocre, some's horrible. 
Unfortunately humor in general-satire in particular-is almost the 
hardest kind of art to deliver via the printed word. You can score a hit 
much more readily when you deliver with the advantage of the spoken 
word, nuances and all, on stage or on film. On the printed page, it's 
another ball game entirely. 
Like the old Hindu fakir, getting a cobra to do your bidding armed 
with only a homemade flute can result in a sour note ... 
The ramifications can be more than just a bite on the arm. 
Our modest proposal may, of course, be interpreted immodestly, since 
the editorialist stands on ground nearly as shaky, indeed, as the slim 
foothold available to the satirist. 
Both must be done with consumate skill in order to succeed. 
But like the satirist we dance to the tune of the drummer who beats 
out the rhythm: 
" 'Tis bettr to try and fail, than not to try at all." 
On a college campus, after all, it's the trying that counts, the debate 
that drives to the heart of the issue. 
LBG 
"I THtNK DR.SIMME.£s IS THE. Bt=ST CANDIOA1E. FOR 
PReSIDENT eeCAUSE.. Hes THE 6E::�T LOOt::INb AND 
THE. YOVNGE.ST." 
Leadership 
Lacking 
by Dr. William Keppler, 
Dean of the Sehool of Arts and Sciences 
If one carefully reads and critically 
studies the most recent issue of The 
Chronicle of Higher Education (January 
9, 1978), it is apparent to most of us, who 
are sincerely interested and dedicated to 
careers in higher education, that we 
have in many academic disciplines pro­
duced a glut of Ph.D.'s who stand little 
chance of landing a permanent job in 
academe. Is it really fair to these new 
recipients of education's highest award 
after investing so much valuable time 
and personal sacrifice, to make them 
shift their mental gears into a career in 
which they may have only a secondary 
interest? 
What I am suggesting is this-have 
we as administrators and faculty short­
changed our intellectually talented stu­
dents by failing to provide the necessary 
leadership? 
'· 
Leaders are individuals who formulate 
significant, innovative ideas and tran­
slate them into action. Colleges and 
univer1ities are supposed to prepare 
their students for lives and careers that 
wiU extend over 1,0 or 50 years. Hence 
responsible educational institutions 
should try to assess trends at least that 
far into the future. On the basis of such 
an assessment, they should then care­
fuUy design academic programs for the 
optimum advancement of knowledge and 
for the preparation of students for the 
world in which they wiU have to func­
tion. 
For example, it seems fairly apparent 
that the world of the next 50 years will 
be rapidly changing and will demand 
skills transcending the boundaries of 
traditional disciplines. Indeed, most of 
todays promising advances in  basic 
knowledge in such fields as astrophysics, 
molecular biology, and in computer tech­
nology involve insights from several dis­
ciplines. Furthermore, many, perhaps 
most societal problems, such as energy, 
environment, food, and health care are 
thoroughly interdisciplinary and multi­
disciplinary in scope. Yet many institu­
tions continue to function along excess­
ively rigid academic areas, thus com­
partmentalizing knowledge and profes­
sional education along lines determined 
more by past traditions than by future 
utility. 
Leading medical schools are not con­
tent with merely providing medical ser­
vices in their hospitals; they also invest 
top talent and research in the advance­
ment of medicine as an applied science. 
But often universities regard education 
largely as a service function performed 
by teachers in classrooms. Therefore, 
universities often neither strive ft>r 
excellence and innovative leadership in 
the advancement of education nor view 
education by the standards common in 
the applied sciences. Few institutions, 
unlike progressive industries, allocate 
any appreciable fraction of their budget 
to meaningful research and development 
designed primarily to improve their 
educational performance. 
Perhaps most crucial is that univer­
sities seem all too often to REACT to 
problems rather than to ANTICIPATE 
them. When universities are criticized 
from the outside about such problems as 
their neglect of teaching, their attitudes 
and concerns for minorities, and their 
lack of concern for social problems, they 
often accept superficial outside defini­
tions of them or attempt to come up with 
makeshift solutions. 
It would clearly be better if univer­
sities took a more active stance of fore­
seeing problems and criticisms, analyz­
ing them sufficiently to define them 
productively, and then working toward 
solutions that could be put into effect 
without the handicaps of too little time 
and too much political pressure. 
Finally, it is apparent at Boise State 
University, that we have a unique 
opportunity and challenge to become the 
educational leader of our state and to 
develop and improve quality academic 
programs for our present and future 
students. 
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Annual Fund Grows . 
by David T. Lambert 
Development Director 
This year's Annual Fund has surpassed last year's by approximately 
$7,200, and with five months left, the Annual Fund should show substan­
tial growth. Our alumni and friends have been very loyal and generous 
to our appeals, and the month of December was especially noteworthy. 
During this month the BSU Foundation received money for scholarships, 
large unrestricted cash donations, and valuable gifts-in-kind of property 
and stock. 
Another area of growth is the gifts received directly by Boise State 
University. The period of November 16, 1976 through January 15, 1977 
resulted in $35,537.79 in gifts. A similar period of time November 16, 
1977 through January 15, 1978 resulted in $58,784.20 or an increase of 
$23,246.41. Once again, this is a direct result of increased public aware­
ness and an obvious growth in support by the private sector for educa­
tional philanthropy. 
Boise State University and the Boise State University Foundation, 
Inc. are just beginning to receive increased public support but as we 
move into the 1980's, we expect private philanthropy to play an even 
greater role. We have come a long way in the few short years since we 
became a university, and we still have a long way to go with respect to 
philanthropy, but with continued help from our alumni and friends, we 
will grow proportionally. 
Gifts of Life Insurance 
Often our alumni and friends request information on how he or she 
may make a gift to the institution or to the BSU Foundation. Charitable 
gifts of life insurance should not be overlooked as a source of funds. Gifts 
of life insurance policies may permit a donor to provide this institution 
with substantial funds. Such gifts may be available from donors who no 
longer need the policies to protect their loved ones. In some instances, a 
donor might even be willing to take out a policy for the express purpose 
of donating it to our institution. 
When donors plan to give a policy, they should take the following 
steps to ensure that they may claim an income-tax deduction for the gift. 
-The donors must name the institution as irrevocable beneficiary of 
the policy; and 
-They must irrevocably assign all rights under the policy to the insti­
tution and subsequently deliver the policy to our institution. For a 
complete assignment, they must relinquish all rights under the 
policy including the right to change beneficiaries or to change or 
cancel any of their interests, the rights to choose settlement options 
for beneficiaries, the right to the policy's cash surrender value, the 
right to borrow on the policy or pledge it for a loan, and the right to 
cancel the policy. 
Generally, the fair market value of the policy is deductible where a 
policy is assigned to an educational institution. Value naturally depends 
on the type of policy donated. 
Determining the Value of the Policy 
Where a newly purchased policy is given shortly after issuance, the 
value of the policy is its cost to the donor, that is, premiums paid. 
Where a paid up policy is donated, the value of the policy is its replace­
ment cost. This is the single premium amount that the issuing insurance 
company would charge for a similar policy on the life of an individual who 
is the same age as the insured on the date of the gift. In some situations, 
the deduction for income tax purposes may be less than fair-market 
value of the policy. This may occur in the case of a fully paid up policy if 
the value of the policy exceeds the donor's cost for the policy. In this 
instance the donation would be limited to the donor's cost. Fair market 
value of donated property is 1·educed by the amount of gain that would 
be taxable as ordinary income had the property been sold. Gain on the 
sale of an insurance policy would be treated as ordinary income. 
Finally, when a policy is donated which has been in force for some 
time, but still requires continuing premium payments; the insurance 
company must be contacted in order to compute the value which the 
donor may claim as a tax deduction. 
The Office of Development would be happy to supply additional inforM 
mation on donations of insurance policies. If you desire further 
information, please call our office at 385-3276. 
Grad Programs Fall Short 
As a result of a State Office of Higher 
Education study that called a majority of 
Idaho's higher education system grad­
uate programs "below standards" set by 
the State Board of Education, a year­
long evaluation of all such programs is 
now beginning. 
Evaluation will be performed under 
direction of Dr. Clifford Trump, OSBE 
Deputy Director, who made the study 
report on program deficiency. 
According to Dr. Trump, 87 of the 127 
graduate programs studied failed to 
produce the Board-set requirement of 
five graduates per year over a three-
year period for Masters' level programs 
and three graduates per year over a five­
year period for doctoral-level programs. 
Noting his study was based on the 
board's "quantity of graduates" standard 
only, Trump urged the board to make 
the fuller evaluation that would check 
the programs for their "distinctive quali­
ties," before final judgement on the 
"numbers" standard. 
"I think we've learned that the State 
of Idaho has many small graduate pro­
grams." A general quality study could 
help determine if such small programs 
can be defended on their merits, he 
advised. 
LOOKING OVER PLANS for Black History Week, February 13-17 are Dr. 
Mamie Oliver and Sonja Sanders. planning committee members. Activities 
feature exhibits. speakers and performances based on theme. "Black 
Cultural Treasures in History." 
Black Cuhural History 
Theme of Workshops 
"Black Cultural Treasures in History" 
is the theme for lectures, activities and 
exhibits scheduled February 13-17 on 
Boise State University campus. 
Keynote speaker Dr. Samuel Berry 
McKinney, Seattle orator and author, 
will appear Thursday at 9:15p.m. in the 
NAMED TO SERVE as assistant direc­
tor of High School and University 
Relations at Boise State University is 
David Lindsay, formerly admissions 
representative with the College of 
Idaho. Caldwell. Undsay, a graduate 
of C of lin English and Business. will 
coordinate BSU visits to Idaho, Ne­
vada and Eastern Oregon high schools. 
He will also assist with early registra­
tion and new student orientation 
planned for June of this year. 
Student Senate Chambers, Student 
Union Building. A Friday rap session 
with Dr. McKinney is planned with pot 
luck lunch at the BSU Minority Cultural 
Center, 2256 University Drive. 
Activities will open Monday with 
history films, "Goggles," and "Lost, 
Stolen or Strayed," in the Senate Cham­
bers at 10:40 a.m. 
An art exhibit featuring works of 
Danrich Jones and James Reed will be 
displayed Monday in the SUB lobby; 
African artifacts will be shown in the 
lobby throughout the week, while black 
history books will be exhibited at the 
BSU Library. 
"The way Africans Recorded Lineage" 
will be the topic of a lecture by Dr. Peter 
Buhler Tuesday at 12:15 p.m. in the SUB 
Senate Chambers. Wednesday, also in 
the Senate Chambers, a panel will 
explore experiences of black women at 
10:40 a.m., and Michael Samball will 
speak on black jazz at noon. 
"Echoes of Africa" will be performed 
by a children's creative dance group in 
the BSU music/drama auditorium at 
7:30 p.m. together with a poetry read­
ing. 
Friday evening at 8 a fellowship buffet 
in the Look-Out Room of the SUB will 
follow a 7 o'clock punch hour and 6:30 
book display and art exhibit by Pat W at­
son in the Ada Lounge. 
Buffet reservations, $7:50 for non­
students and $5, students, may be made 
at 336-1257 or 362-3528 after 5 p.m. 
Planning committee members are Willie 
Beamon, Hoskin Hogan, Jr., Dr. Mamie 
Oliver, W. James Robertson, and Sonja 
D. Sanders. 
-
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Sweet 01' Bob's 
SPORTIN' LIFE 
by Bob C. Hall 
For those of us who go back to the halcyon days of Coyote athletics, when 
C of I and ISU beating on each other at Simplot stadium was the creme de Ia 
creme of Treasure Valley football drama; when Elgin Baylor and R.C. Owens 
were SRO attractions on the Caldwell campus, the sudden shutdown of all 
that intercollegiate athletic story at College of Idaho is sad news and 
disturbing. 
Enough about the effects on the <i!'ottege of Idaho's "publicity." That has 
been and will be a pummelled subject before the drama plays out amonp our 
neighbors. At BSU, we'll do well to let the lesson of a deteriorating camaraderie 
between academic and athletic organisms on a college campus sink in. 
A NICE, NASTY PUT-DOWN 
Too often, people with a lot to say about BSU's athletic operations from 
academic or administrative positions, have used the tolerant, demeaning 
admission that "we can go along with having a major sports operation 'over 
there' because it may not have much educational value but, boy, it's the best 
'PR' you can get, for the bucks." That lets the program live on, even justifies 
some enthusiastic allotment of financial and moral support on the "good PR 
buy" rationalization. 
As long as the. publicity rolls in, which is as long as the teams win. 
So what happens when, in the deep hearts of those who must support inter­
collegiate athletics, the "good PR buy" rationalization goes out the window? 
The teams don't win enough to get the necessary PR headlines. Maybe they 
even lose a lot and thus get "bad PR" reports written and televised about the 
school? What happens, of course, is what happened to Ed Knecht, one of 
Idaho's finest veteran coaches and sports leaders. Ed worked at C of I because 
he cared less about the PR part of the games than he did about honing compe­
titive excellence instincts in students; about the values of sharing the agony 
and ecstasy of victory and defeat as a social experience for all students to 
learn to handle. What happened to Ed Knecht's intercollegiate athletic 
philosophy and C of I was that no one, in academic or administrative authority, 
sensed that there was any sense in continuing one of the college's "most 
expensive PR programs" when it wasn't getting any good ink any more. 
IF IT ISN'T EDUCATION, WHAT IS IT? 
If intercollegiate athlettcs, per dollar expended by all who back it, cannot 
truly be justified on any ground other than a public relations tool, it ought to be 
totally divorced from university connection and operated as a sideshow. It can 
then fold its tent, when it can't pay its own way. 
But, if intercollegiate athletics adds something to the student wtio partici­
pates in it, it deserves public support like any other education specialty field. If 
it contributes to the campus social "curriculum " it deserves student fee 
support in propertion to that contribution. If it offers non-athletic students vital 
activity and intern experiences in and around its auxiliary operations, if it offers 
one of the surviving college classes that grades its pupils without mercy, holds 
ultimate personal output as an undiluted standard for enrollment and offers a 
rare seminar in which emphasis is on both the physical and mental equilibrium 
-the Greek ideal-then it ought to be cherished at all reasonable costs. 
Because it is not just another education specialty, then, it is the classroom 
quite rare in higher education's academic divisions. 
The old saying is when you're on the way up, offer a hand to the people on 
the way down ... you are likely to see them all again. We're very upset about 
what's happening at the C of I this month, but we're more anguished to 
contemplate what happens to a very special aspect of the learning process at 
Caldwell, in years yet to come. We can only offer these thoughts as a helpful 
hand to those who may be mistakenly saving a dollar at a great, intrinsic loss 
ahead. 
And we charge the people who know what intercollegiate athletics means to 
the learning experience of BSU students with the duty to cure that "good PR" 
blindness in anyone who expresses it. Speak up for their sake, and that of 
students yet to come here. 
Picture (left to right): Del Beukelman of Nafziger Men's Store, Nampa 
and Caldwell; Lyle Smith, holding garment bag (two presented to the 
Bronco Athletic Dept. by Nafziger's); Don Kubitschek. 
Gymnasts Seek 
by Charlotte Silver 
A BSU senior from Borah, a fresh 
whiz from Boise High and two sisters 
from The Dalles, Oregon, will pick up 
the leadership burden from injured team 
leader Jerry Seivers as the women's 
gymnastics team enters the "heavy" por­
tion of the 1978 competitive schedule 
this month. 
New gymnast coach Ed Zimmer 
suffered a team depth and leadership 
setback when Seivers injured her ankle 
during early-season practice to take her 
out of competition for the season. The 
Borah High graduate was team co-cap­
tain and a regional winner in vaulting 
and uneven bar exercises. 
To fill the gap, Zimmer will depend 
even more on co-captain Terry Bailey, 
senior specialist in balance beam and 
floor exercises, with good talent in the 
vault. 
Two other veterans showed they'll 
pick up the slack in point production 
when the gym women defeated Weber 
State during their opening weeks in Jan­
uary, then took third in a four-way meet 
at Washington State University. 
The Bronco women closed that Jan­
uary period with a win over the Montana 
State performers. 
Oregonians Anchor Team 
The veteran pair set to lead the team 
with Bailey, are Nancy Wilkins, senior, 
and her younger sister Judy Wilkins· 
Ferguson-both products of a strong 
program at The Dalles in Oregon's big­
school Wilco league, Columbia division. 
Another Oregonian, Karen Jackson of 
Dallas in the Willamette valley, joins 
fellow junior Jo Cassins of Midland, 
Texas, as newcomers to the varsity 
roster. Cassins, potential replacement 
for Seivers as the team's top vaulter, 
also cQmpetes in floor work. 
Karen showed promise in early meets 
on the uneven bars, and added some 
team points in the vault competition. 
Two Boise Freshmen complete the 
eight-woman squad: They are Pam 
Coker, a verging superstar from Boise 
high, and Julie Clark, an all-around 
entrant from Borah. 
Coker Topped Team 
Coker flashed the promise of her 
strong prep preparation by leading the 
team in individual scoring with 25.5 
points in all events. That keyed the 
impressive win at Weber State. 
If the Bronc women are as good as 
they have looked in early tests, the 
team's maturity comes just in time-this 
will be the first season for a national 
�OCUSPORTS 
ders 
gymnastics competition aimed at a 
national Division II collegiate champion 
establishment. 
Event date the Broncs are shooting for 
is March 31, at Colorado Springs. 
As in so many BSU intercollegiate 
minor sports, development of the 
women's gymnastics program has been 
rapid after its inception under ex-coach 
Pat Holman in 1971. 
BSU gym reputation peaked in 1975, 
when the entire Bronco squad qualified 
for regional competition finals in the old 
Intermountain League. This year, the 
squad is a member of the Northwest 
College Womens Sports Association, 
aligned with the Association of Intercol­
legiate Athletics for Women. 
Coach Ed Zimmer, a graduate of the 
University of Illinois, was a high school 
and college gymnast who came to BSU 
from the Tigard, Oregon Twirlers gym­
nastics club. 
Zimmer has solid experience in inter­
national-level gymnastics. He served as 
facilities manager of the U.S. gymnasts 
at the 1971 Pan American games train­
ing camp. 
Other key figures in team administra­
tion are assistant coach John Head, 
administrative advisor Pat Holman, 
dance consultant Barbara Westcott and 
team manager Lois Crane. 
WINNER of first place and al l-around 
honors in January 21 competition with 
Northwest schools was Judy Ferguson. 
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Broncos Blast 
Back Into Race 
by Jim Faucher 
BSU Sports Information Director 
A week ago Boise State head basket­
ball coach Bus Connor said that if his 
team beat Northern Ariwna and Weber 
State in Boise, the Broncos would be 
definite contenders for the league play­
offs. 
After last Friday and Saturday nights' 
games, the Broncos are contenders. BSU 
beat Northern Arizona 82-62 and Weber 
State 75-70. The Broncos took a 5-3 
league mark and 10-10 season record 
into their games Feb. 10-11 in Moscow 
and Spokane. 
"We are still looking to stay up on top, 
no one is eliminated as the number one 
team in the Big Sky," Connor said. "My 
past experience in this league is that 
four losses can get you pretty close to 
the top," he added. 
The Broncos' 6·7 senior forward 
Danny Jones was named Big Sky Player 
of the Week for his efforts against 
Northern Arizona and Weber State. 
Jones had 17 points and five rebounds 
against Weber State and 18 points and 
two boards against Northern Ariwna. 
"Danny really has been playing well 
considering that he has been injured," 
coach Connor said. Jones has been ham­
pered by an ankle injury for the past 
month. 
Connor also thinks the remainder of 
the league schedule favors the Broncos. 
BSU has to travel to Idaho and Gonzaga 
and then comes back home to face the 
same two teams, Feb. 17-18 in Boise. 
BSU ends the regular season Feb. 24-25 
at Montana State and Montana. Idaho 
State has the same schedule with just 
the opposite opponents each night. 
Five seniors will play their last 
regular home games when the Broncos 
host Idaho and Gonzaga Feb. 17-18. The 
five are Steve Connor, Boise; Trent 
Johnson, Seattle; Danny Jones, Comp­
ton, CA; Steve Barrett, Laurel, MT; and 
Marc Holt, Myrtle Creek, OR. 
"All five of these players have con­
tributed a great deal to our program 
over the years. We are very proud of 
their efforts," Connor said. 
Boise State's four·year reign as Big 
Sky wrestling champions appears to be 
in jeopardy, as injuries throughout the 
year have severely hurt coach Mike 
Young's squad. 
"Our major problem has been injuries 
to some very key people and I have had 
t9 fill in with younger, less experienced 
wrestlers," Young said. 
The injuries were to 142 pound Boise 
junior Brad Allred, a rib; John Brady, 
142/150 pound junior from Boise, a knee; 
and 150 pound senior Joe Styron, 
Hobart, Oklahoma. also a knee injury. 
Of the three, Allred is the most likely to 
come back and see action this year. 
The Big Sky t'hampionships are slated 
for Ogden, Utah on March 3-4. Young 
feels that if anyone is going to beat out 
the Broncos for the title this year, it will 
be Weber State or Idaho State. 
"Those two teams have had very good 
years and I think have better teams than 
they have had for years. 
"It will take a great effort by our team 
to turn our season around. We'll have to 
get those guys back who are hurt and 
the rest will have to start wrestling to 
their capabilities," Young said. 
Kubitschek's Corner 
By BAA Director 
Doo Kubitschek 
With the reclassification of athletics throughout the nation, a sizeable 
transformation in athletic department responsibilities is imminent. The role of 
the booster club will become increasingly significant. Mostly, money will be 
even more in demand to support the wider based sports programs. And Boise 
State will be no e>tception. 
As we look back over the last decade (Bronco Athletic Association is 10 
years old this year), we have seen considerable growth. During the decade the 
Bronco Boosters have grown to 1, 791 members who have contributed heavily 
to Bronco athletics. And the Broncos have responded to this support with 
numerous Big Sky championships. As a matter of fact, the Broncos have won 
more Big Sky championships over the past five years than any other school in 
the conference. It could be likened to a dynasty in the conference, and we 
want to keep it that way. 
The reclassification format will include for some schools increased athletic 
participation (teams for golf, tennis, soccer, etc.) which will mean larger 
budgets. This is where many communities and their members will be called 
upon to help support these programs. Schools that do not presently have 
booster clubs surely will be organizing them so that the resident institutions 
will be able to present the athletic programs that the communities want. 
Shortly the Bronco Athletic Association will conduct its annual drive to 
renew existing members and recruit new members into the program. A time 
schedule and coordinating program is being followed with the booster drive 
due to start April 12. The format includes a kick-off dinner and at least 12 
teams of five members each competing for progress awards and the grand 
prize. This year's winning team will accompany the Broncos to Flagstaff, 
Arizona, on November 11, 1978, for the Northern Arizona game. The Axers of 
NAU are the proud owners of the Big Sky's newest multipurpose complex 
called the Sky Dome with a seating capacity of 18,000. 
We are always looking for help in the Bronco Booster drive. New blood in 
our program gives us freshness and vitality, and helps ward off stagnation. So, 
if you want to have some fun, meet new people and WORK, give us a call at 
the BAA office (385-3556) and we'll get you involved in the booster drive. You 
can also contact this year's Drive Chairman Tom McGregor (344-5000) about 
being a part of this program. GET INVOLVED IN BRONCO ATHLETICS! 
Guest (Ordinary People) Speaker 
Judith Guest, author of the 1977 best 
selling novel, "Ordinary People," will 
give free public readings February 15 at 
the Boise Gallery of Art and February 16 
at Boise State University in the Lookout 
Room of the Student Union Building. 
Both readings will be at 8 p.m. 
"Ordinary People," a first novel, has 
been sold to five book clubs, serialized in 
"Redbook" magazine, and has had movie 
rights purchased by actor-producer 
Robert Redford. 
The book, according to critic John 
Knowles is, "-a piercing portrayal of an 
MAKING A point during a language class is Or. Jerry Jose, assistant profes­
sor of foreign languages at BSU. who will lead a three-week tour to Mexico 
next summer. Deadline for application for the program which may be taken 
either for credit or not. is March. Interested persons should contact the 
Center of Continuing Education/Summer Sessions. 
adolescent boy - a first novel of 
remarkable power, expertly written." In 
writing the story of an ordinary family 
confronted with the accidental death of 
one son and the attempted suicide of 
another, Guest draws the everyday 
details of rebuilding the boy's life after 
.eight months in a mental hospital and 
the effect of these disasters on his 
parents. 
Critic and anthologist Louis Unter­
meyer says, "Judith Guest is an incred­
ible find. 'Ordinary People' is the oppo­
site of an ordinary novel - The grad-
ually unfolding story moves by its own 
compulsion and the reader is compelling­
ly moved." 
Guest's appearance is the fourth in a 
series sponsored by the Boise Readings 
Consortium which includes the BSU 
Department of English, Boise Gallery of 
Art, Boise Independent School District, 
the Book Shop, Idaho Heritage and the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
Other writers scheduled to appear in 
the Consortium series this year are 
William Pitt Root, March 8-9, and Gary 
Snyder, April 19-20. 
Tour of Mexico Set 
For Spanish Speakers 
Would you believe three weeks tour­
ing Mexico-and college credit too? 
Boise State University students may 
have their trip and credits too. A tour of 
Mexico including study of the Spanish 
language and Mexican culture for three 
to four hours credit leaves the day after 
Spring Semester fmals are over. 
Friday, May 12, the group will fly to 
Monterrey, and take a short bus trip to 
Saltillo. Students will settle into private 
homes for a week while studying Mexi· 
can history, socio-economic problems, 
culture, customs, folklore and witch­
craft. That all takes place in the morn­
ings, while two-hour private sessions 
with tutors of conversational Spanish 
are scheduled in the afternoons. 
Dr. Jerry Jose, assistant professor of 
foreign lang�.&age, will lead the tour 
under auspiees of the Center for Con· 
tinuing Education/Summer Sessions. 
"Although it is possible to earn three 
to four credits, students do not have to 
register for credit in order to participate 
in the program," Jose said. "However, 
because all lectures and activities will be 
conducted in Spanish and because the 
students will be expected to use Spanish 
at all times, participants should have the 
equivalency of Intermediate Spanish, 
S201." 
Following the language and cultural 
indoctrination in private homes, the 
group will travel by bus to Mexico City, 
where students will spend a week 
becoming acquainted with some of 
Mexico's most important historical, cul­
tural and governmental sights such as 
the nearby pyramids and the world 
famous Museum of Anthropology. 
From Mexico City, the group will tour 
Cuernavaca, spend a night in Taxco and 
two and a half days in Acapulco. Jose 
said the program ends with a return 
flight to Boise on June 1. 
The three-week program costs ap­
proximately $648 for those who partici­
pate without credit, or $748 with four 
hours credit. Jose pointed out, however, 
that the actual price will depend upon 
the number of students and the type of 
accommodations that each participant 
chooses. 
Deadlines for applications is March 20. 
Interested students should contact Dr. 
Jose (LA 211, 385-3593), or the Center 
for Continuing Education and Summer 
Sessions (A 105, 385-3293). 
Jose emphasized the fact that the trip 
is primarily a language course, anef that 
persons participating should have had 
Spanish grammar though speaking abili­
ty is not necessary. He said it's a course 
for students who want the chance to 
practiee and want to learn how to speak 
Spanish after acquiring the basics. 
"I want students who are primed for 
learning a lot in a short time," he con­
cluded. 
Free Lancer Sets 
Two-Day Seminar 
A writer-in-residence at Boise State 
University? Just for two days. Boyd 
Norton, Colorado free lance author and 
photographer, will conduct workshops 
on campus February 17 and 18. 
No Day Care Expansion 
Sponsored by the BSU Honors �nd 
English Departments and by a special 
grant from the Literature Program of 
the National Endowment for the Arts, 
Norton will present sessions February 
17 in the Nez Perce Room of the BSU 
Student Union Building at 1 p.m. and 
February 18 at 9 a.m. in Room 101 of the 
BSU Business Building. 
Expansion of Child's Future, a non­
profit day care center across University 
Drive from Boise State University, has 
been temporarily delayed as a result of 
the failure of the center to obtain a fed· 
eral grant of $106,000. 
Directors of the center had hoped to 
use CET A monies to open a second day 
care facility and hire more teachers and 
staff this month. The center currently is 
licensed to handle 15 children of low­
income students at BSU, but expansion 
would have made room for at least 40 
children of mixed incomes and about 13 
fulltime staff members. 
CET A funds currently pay the salaries 
of three teachers in the fully-licensed 
day care center. 
Birgitta Burkhart, director of the 
center, says she still has expansion 
Faculty Artists SChedule Concert 
The BSU Faculty Artist Series Feb­
ruary 13 presentation will feature Dr. 
John Baldwin, percussion and Carroll 
Meyer, piano, at 8:15 p.m. in the Special 
Events Center. 
Dr. Baldwin will be assisted by guitar­
ist George Thomason, and cellist Wallis 
Bratt. Meyer will perform several works 
for solo piano from various periods of 
music history. 
Concluding work on the program will 
feature both artists in Gonzalez' "Muta· 
bles," the winning work in the 1975 Per­
cussive Arts Society national composi­
tion contest. 
Tickets will be available at the door; 
adults, $2; students and senior citizens, 
$1; BSU personnel, free. All proceeds go 
to the Music Department scholarship 
fund. 
dreams which would allow children from 
the community at large to take advan­
tage of a day care program despite the 
loss of this particular grant. Currently 
the only children eligible to attend 
Child's Future are those of BSU stu· 
dents. 
"What we are looking for is to provide 
model day care. Many facilities are not 
up to par," Burkhart says. "If President 
Carter's new welfare reform program is 
going to be successful, there has to be 
good day care because there ois really a 
shortage now." 
Despite the circumstances, Burkhart 
had good words to �ay about the CET A 
(Comprehensive Employment and Train­
ing Act) program: 
"I think CET A projects are great. 
They are not only for the disadvantaged, 
but al!JO for professional people who are 
underemployed," Burkhart says in re­
gard to the high quality teachers in the 
program at her center. 
Norton specializes in writing and 
photography of natural resources, ener­
gy research and travel, as well as other 
environmental matters. He has pub­
lished "Rivers of the Rockies," "The 
Grand Tetons," "Alaska, the Wilderness 
Frontier," and a new book, "Back Roads 
of Colorado," published recently by 
Rand McNalley. 
He has also had articles and photo­
graphs published in "Time," "The 
National Geographic," Smithsonian and 
Audubon magazines. In 1972, he was a 
participant in a U  .S. Environmental 
Protection Agency program document· 
ing wilderness areas, wild rivers, pollu­
tion problems, strip coal mining, and 
solar energy research. 
For information on the Writers' Com­
munity Workshop registration, call Joy 
Smith 343-7 469 or Terry McGuirre 
385-3401. 
. 
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Low River Flow Boosts Ecology Monitoring 
Kris Jennison and Dr. Robert C. Rychert take Boise River temper­
ature. 
Hank Head scrapes phytoplankton samples from river rocks. 
Math Teachers Chosen for Project 
Twenty·five secondary teachers from 
southwest Idaho have been chosen to 
participate in an institute on applied 
mathematics at Boise State University, 
project director Alan Hausrath says. 
The institute, supported by a grant 
from the National Science Foundation, 
will present local experts who use 
mathematics in their professions in area 
government and industry. Speakers 
have been scheduled from Ore-Ida 
Foods, Idaho Department of Water 
Resources, Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., 
the Northwest Federation for Human 
Services and Continental Life and Acci­
dent Co., Hausrath said. 
"Participants will receive advanced 
training in modern applied mathematics 
and hints on how to work more applica­
tions into their own classrooms. We 
expect that they, their schools and, most 
important, their students will all benefit 
from the institute," he said. 
Those teachers who will participate in 
the institute, which continues through 
May on the BSU campus, are: 
Louis J. Barayasarra, Gary E. Kluks­
dal, C. David Rolfe, David S. Toney, 
Capital High; Lorraine Pieters, Boise 
High; Linda M. Deonier, Fairmont; 
Orval G. Fisher, South; Virginia J. 
Francis, J. Hale Miller, West; Peggy J. 
Frost, Victor A. Gormley, Terry L. Los­
t rom, Mike Rice, East; John Taffin, 
Samuel E. Snider, Elisabeth B. Hen­
dricks, Hillside, all Boise. 
Carol Ann Bentz, MHAFB Junior 
High; Hal Beck Beus, Payette High; 
Judy Irene Murphy, Fruitland; Eugene 
W. Sullivan, Camas County High; Frank 
Gallant, John Gross, Meridian Junior 
High; Jerry Helgeson, Joseph E. Krejci, 
Meridian High; Donald E. Wood, Nampa 
High. 
Hank Head, left, and Dr. Robert C. Rychert take soil samples near 
cooling pond. 
by Larry Gardner 
The Boise River flow could be charac­
terized more as the trickle of a small 
stream this winter after a year of 
extreme drought conditions. 
While the low water has caused con­
cern to fishermen and farmers, it pro­
vides ideal conditions for monitoring the 
impact of geothermal discharge into the 
river. If effluent from the geothermal 
heating system at the Idaho State Agri­
cultural and Health Laboratory would 
create an immediate change in water 
temperature and chemistry, it should be 
observable now. 
Microbiologists from Boise State Uni­
versity are monitoring the river and the 
spray cooling pond at the laboratory to 
determine what if any effects the hot 
waste water has on the environment. 
Dr. Robert C. Rychert, assistant pro­
fessor of microbiology at BSU, is 
director of the year-long study of the 
local Boise River ecosystem's tolerance 
for the warm waste water. Investigation 
of the impact of expansion of geothermal 
heating-particularly in state and fed­
eral buildings-is being funded by the 
Idaho· Office of Energy. 
BSU faculty working with Rychert on 
the study include entomologist Dr. 
Charles Baker and biologist Marcia C. 
Wicklow·Howard. Students involved in 
the research are Heather Nussbaum, 
Margaret Frasier, Mark McConnel, 
Hank Head, Steve Schmidt, Kris Jenni­
son, Warren Higer, and Ted and Susan 
Fields. 
Even before the findings of the study 
have been fully analyzed, a paradox in 
the process pops up. 
"Unfortunately one year may not be 
long enough," Rychert warns. "Some­
times effects are not seen immediately." 
The microbiologist explained that the 
various chemical and'biological effects of 
the hot water on vegetation could be 
cumulative and therefore would not 
show up for three or four years. 
Meanwhile Rychert and his student 
assistants continue to gather informa­
tion around the cooling pond and along 
the banks of the river above and below 
the discharge site. The monitoring which 
began last spring will wind up this 
spring when the money runs out. 
"We may give a safe bill of health; it's 
difficult to say in the long run," Rychert 
says. "We should monitor the Boise 
River ecology near the discharge as well 
as the ecosystem around the pond for a 
longer time span than one year to see if 
in fact there are environmentally safe 
ways to go. 
"Even then the problem is of a com­
pletely different nature if you are talking 
about many buildings being placed on 
geothermal heating systems," Rychert 
points out. 
The BSU scientist explains that the 
effects can often be very subtle and 
warns that cooling ponds for geothermal 
water can be breeding grounds for cer­
tain disease-producing organisms. 
"While it seems we can design an 
answer relative to temperature, the 
biological consequences are not as easy 
to predict as we might think. We create 
a new biology (with the cooling ponds 
and discharge into the river) that per­
haps doesn't have a counterpart in 
nature. Therefore it needs to be looked 
at carefully and thoroughly," Rychert 
says. 
"One thing I'm personally concerned 
about is the level of Fluoride. It affects 
different organisms in different ways," 
he continues. "A certain level of Fluoride 
which we may consider safe for drinking 
-even desirable for preventing cavities 
-that same level may influence organ-
isms in the river in a negative way." 
Rychert refers specifically to natural 
trout reproduction in the river. 
"Trout are very susceptible to Fluo­
rides," Rychert advises. "A concentra­
tion of 2.3 to 2.5 parts per million results 
in 50 percent mortality for Rainbow 
trout. Levels that affect reproduction 
are even lower," Rychert claims. 
Rychert says that preliminary testing 
indicates a slight increase in Fluoride 
concentration below the discharge site, 
but it remains safe as far as human con­
sumption is concerned. Within 300 yards 
below the discharge site, however, the 
levels return to normal, or "baseline 
silution." 
"We haven't been able to measure a 
temperature effect, after cooling from 
the spray pond, and since the flow has 
not been significant even during the 
extremely low water conditions of the 
river," Rychert says. 
Most of the potential problems Ry­
chert and his team of researchers can 
predict after nearly a year of monitoring 
the river don't seem insurmountable. 
"If engineers and ecologists communi­
cate properly, I don't think there is any 
doubt that we can use geothermal heat 
safely," Rychert says. 
The logistics depend, however, upon 
the volume of Fluoride-hot-water being 
returned as effluent from geothermal 
heating systems to the Boise River. 
Presently the discharge rate from the 
health lab has not exceeded 100 gallons 
per minute, while the maximum capacity 
for discharge could go up to 400 gallons 
per minute. 
Rychert and his colleagues will wind 
up the short study period perhaps with 
many more questions than answers, 
however. 
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cold-drill Editors Reminisce 
back on the "cold-drill" adventure with 
"really good memories of achievement," 
from a new responsibility viewpoint. 
She's now employed by First Security 
Bank, in Boise, but she says the literary 
"bug" still nips her. 
Both wom<'n agree to a sense of C<'r 
tainty that thf'ir "cold-drill" efforts 
would result in a top rating for the 
produ<.'t. But both kept their fingers 
crossed, waiting fqr the Coordinating 
Council of Literary Magazine'S to render 
their judgement. 
Says Evans: 
"We knew how well previous issues 
had done in national contests and we 
really had good feelings about the 
quality of contributions that came in for 
this issue. I guess I felt all along that our 
magazine was at least as good in content 
as the others." 
panded format, compared to previous 
issues. 
"We had so many contributions, and 
all really solid quality, that we just kept 
deciding to try for more pages and still 
have a good ovPrall 'look'," recalled 
Boothe. 
That resulted in a magazine that, for 
the first time, mado heavy US£' of phcto 
and drawing illustrations, complete 
drama scripts and reproductions of 
printmaking art. 
These were woven into the magazine's 
traditional staple content 
stories, essays and poems. 
For Boothe and Evans, the experience 
and the award have whetted their 
interest in further literary writing and 
editing challenges. 
COLD-DRILL captures top national award under editors Georgia Evans and More important than the actual rank­
ing for "cold-drill," they said, is the 
effect the national recognition has on 
eastern "establishment" literary leaders. 
But like so many work-flrst, study­
next students at BSU, both say they'll 
have to hold jobs outside of literary 
career fields as they continue toward 
their degrees, to keep bills paid. 
Rhonda Boothe. 
When she learned that her editorial 
work on Boise State University's 1977 
"cold-drill" magazine had earned that 
publication one of the top three national 
awards among college and university 
literary publications, Rhonda Boothe's 
smile revealed her pride. 
But just for a moment. Quickly the 
prize-winning co-editor returned her 
attention to a new publications experi· 
ence. With ink-smudged fingers she 
adjusted the speed of the offset printing 
press, before her. 
Humanities 
Under Study 
"Humanities" is a complex concept. 
The Boise State University Center for 
Research, Grants and Contracts and the 
Association for the Humanities in Idaho 
(AHI) are trying to defme the needs for 
humanities in Idaho and resources avail­
able. 
A rt>cent publication contained 164 
separate definitions for the term, and 
part of the AHI study is designed to 
determine what the pedestrian, or 
f'Vt>ryday definition of "humanities" 
really 1s 
uc 
".tt:ndmg the t'le..>ter, po.�rtlc 
pa·�mg a. church events, paintmg, read 
ing, and visiting mus<'ums. 
A special team called the Idaho 
Humanities Survey Group (IHSG) has 
been formed to complete the study for 
the Idaho parent group, .AHI. Members 
of the study contingent include the 
American Association of University 
Women (AAUW), BSU, Idaho Coopera­
tive Extension Service, Idaho Council of 
Teachers of English and the Idaho State 
Library. 
The BSU Research Center portion of 
the task involves both mail-out and in­
person surveys of urban residents. A 
random sample of 5,000 Idaho residents 
received the mail survey, while approxi­
mat�ly 2l>O homes were contacted for in­
person contact. Only about 300-400 
responses are expected from the random 
mailing. 
Officials at the Research Center say 
the questionnaires and interviews will 
be used to characterize urban resident 
opinions concerning the humanities. 
When the completed surveys are re­
ceived at the Center, they will be key­
punched for processing by the BSU 
Center for Data Processing. 
The study should be eompleted in Feb­
ruary when a written report will be pro­
duced. The AID-supported study of the 
humanities -la funded by the National 
Endowment for the Hum&Dities. 
Last year, the BSU junior from King­
ston, Idaho, wielded pencil and scissors, 
along with co-editor Georgia Evans, to 
organize the contributions of authors 
and artists into the "cold-drill" edition 
that bas just been named a runnerup in 
the eleventh annual college and univer­
sity literary magazine contest. 
This year, she's a student employee 
learning operation of offset printing in 
the BSU department of Graphic and 
Printing Services. 
Co-editor Georgia Evans also looks 
' , 
"I don't think people here realized 
what these honors for "cold-drill" mean 
for the literary reputation of Boise and 
Idaho, or what the leadership of Tom 
Trusky has meant to get the "cold-drill" 
publications done," said Evans. 
Trusky, Assistant Professor of En­
glish, has been project advisor for the 
sponsoring BSU English department. 
If they had any reservations about the 
contest chances for the 1977 "cold-drill," 
those concerned the magazine's ex-
= -- .• 
� ..... 
One thing their editorial efforts did 
was help "cold-drill" keep its bills paid. 
As a project of the English department 
at BSU, the magazine leans heavily on 
department funding and over-counter 
sales revenues at the BSU Campus 
Store, to stay "in business" each year. 
As second-place award winner in the 
national contest, the magazine earned a 
$200 prize check and, says Trusky, its 
appeal to readers has made it a "sell-out" 
at $1.50 per copy. 
� 
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Two students enjoy a wi.nter stroll across campus in almost spring-like weather. 
Honors Stud.ents Give BSU Seminars 
"What's Happening in Idaho?" 
Honors students at BSU will have a 
chance to find out during spring semes­
ter if they have chosen to attend a 
seminar coordinated b y  Mike Mont­
gomery and Heidi Swinnerton, who have 
invited area experts on Idaho environ· 
mental, economic, educational and politi· 
cal matters to teach in the small group 
diacussions. 
Taught and coordinated by advanced 
hooors students theawelvea, the •mi· 
nan thia spring..., ranee widely from a 
mwie appreeiation ltud,y to a COQne oal 
bow to pt into traduate 1Choo18. 
Now being conducted are: 
-''The Arab-Israeli Conflict," con­
tinued from fall semester under the lead­
ership of Peter Buhler. 
-"I Believe in Music," coordinated by 
Julie McCarroll, who plans to explore 
with participants the worlds of the 
Broadway musical, modern rock, jazz, 
and other muaic forma. 
-"Dichotomies, Dualities and ·Doubl&­
binds," or paradoxee for modern living in 
physiea, commUDieatioaa, eeoaomics, 
environment and politiea, with speakers 
echeduled by Jeff Streiff. 
-"German Culture and Traditions," 
introduced by Lane Birch, who will also 
explore the origins of Naziism in seminar 
discussions. 
-"Writing and Publishing the Non­
Fiction Article," to be tackled by Joy 
Smith, who includes in her seminar plans 
tips from her own experiences in free. 
lance writing (See 'December, 1977, 
FOCUS, "Honors Student Breaks Free­
Lance Barriers"). 
"The Nuts and Bolts of How to Get 
Into Graduate or Profeuiollal Schools" 
will feature tips on applieations, testing, 
credentials, fellowships and finandal 
aid, eompDed by Pe111 McMahon. 
Rose Among Roots 
Just as in modern times there were 
people in the dark ages who liked onions 
while others despised them. On one 
thing they all agreed: the onion is a 
rather unusual vegetable. 
The Chaldeans attributed magic pow­
ers to the onion. The Egyptians exalted 
it to the status of a divine plant and 
immortalized it as a religious symbol on 
tombs and monuments. Mummies have 
been discovered with bunches of onions 
clasped in their hands. But the people of 
Egypt also appreciated the onion as a 
food product. 
The Scriptures tell us that the Jews 
learned to love the onion in Egypt and 
later, after the Exodus into the 
Promised Land, didn't want to be with· 
out it. 1 
As the legend goes, Alexander the I Great considered the onion beneficial to 
his prowess and attributed many vic-11 
tories to it. Thanks to this kind of fame 
and honor, the onion reached Greece 1 
where it allegedly was given to the I 
soldiers to increase their strength. Hon-j 
ored guests were served onions with 
their wine. 
We could go on and on with legends 
about the "Mighty Onion" but we are 
concerned with it in regard to cul-! 
inary uses. I 
The onion can be found in just about I cooking pot in the world. As sea­in sauces, soups and stocks, or as 1 
important ingredient in salad dress· 
pickled or canned, as a relish or con-
1
1 
ent. Many gourmets are more 
enthusiastic about a fine dish made ofi 
onions than the most beautiful steak. j 
Such is the famous "Soup a l'Oignion" 
the well loved "Gratine" over which all of 
got together at the now disap· 
"Hailes" very early in the 
shine. 
year in and year out, rain or l 
There are untold recipes for onion 
I but the only genuine concoction 
only be found in that very unique 
atmosphere. 
There is not another food that is made 
in so many variations as those which con­
tain the onion as one of its main 
ingredients. 
Are onions hard to digest? There 
people with whom onions don't 
with at all, but mostly so in the 
state. Cooking makes onions easier 
digest. Incompatability with onions 
often be caused by cutting or chopping 
onions too coarsely. Also, letting onions 
lie around too long after cutting or chop­
ping causes oxidation and thus contri· 
butes to the problem. For best 
onions should be sauteed or blended 
small qualtities of oil immediately 
cutting or chopping. 
Tricks with onions: (For non-profes­
sionals only) 
Grilled or toasted onion peeling lends 
a beautiful golden color to bouillons, 
stocks and consommes. Against onion 
breath, chew a sprig of parsley, or eat an 
apple or drink a glass of milk. 
Cut or chopped onions can be rPnln .. ,c .. n 
milder in .flavor and aroma by adding 
few drops of lemon juice. 
To peel onions: peel them under 
to keep them from affecting the eyes. 
prevent odor from cooking onions, add 
tablespoon of lemon juice or a wedge 
lemon with the skin on. 
To extract juice from an onion cut 
slice from the root end and scrape 
from the center with the edge of a 
spoon. 
By Chef La Var Hoft 
Food Service Tedmoloc 
Chef lnltructor 
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SAY, DAD, it looks like this dude is giving us the business. While 18-month-old Jeffrey keeps a sharp eye 
out for anything interesting, his father, Kurt Larsen, a senior Social Science major, registers for second 
semester at BSU. Sure enough, Jeffrey discovered a fellow pointing a black box at him ... and won the 
ensuing stare-down. 
Course Catalogue Combing ... lt's 
The careful, combing work of three 
Boise State University academic com­
mittees, expended in between teaching 
assignment demands throughout fall 
semester, should make the BSU course 
catalogue more readable for students in 
the future. 
Just approved by the faculty senate 
and, following that, by the State Board 
of Education, is one of the most sweep­
ing course description overhauls 
achieved in recent years here. 
''The project has been aimed at clearer 
course descriptions, more concise word· 
ing that will let the student understand 
actual course requirement and objec­
tives more clearly," says Herb Runner, 
Executive Assistant to the Academic 
Vice President. 
In some cases, the many courses that 
received rewordings in their titles also 
had some altered prerequisite conditions 
added, or deleted. This reflected the 
accumulated experience of teachers run­
ning those courses about the adequacy of 
previous training. 
Clearing 
Thus, with the overhaul approved, 
BSU's new early-registration system 
that goes into effect this spring will start 
out with all course schedules and titles 
brought "up to date" for the benefit of 
registrants. 
Credit for detail work that produced 
the massive updating and clarifications 
goes to the department curriculum com­
mittees, the school-wide curriculum 
committees, and the overall BSU curri­
culum committee, says Runner. 
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Toshiko Bowls 'Em Over 
Music Tour Expanded 
Boise State University music students 
have planned a multi-faceted spring tour 
complete with regional workshops, 
expanding a concept practiced on a more 
limited basis in the past. 
Various musical programs will be pre­
sented in different areas of the state dur· 
ing a week-long tour at the end of 
March, says Wilber D. Elliott, chairman 
of the music department. 
The schedule calls for members of the 
entire student retinue to travel to 
Ontario for a Monday night concert, 
March 27, at Treasure Valley Commu­
nity College on the first night of the 
week's program. Concerts will follow on 
Tuesday, March 28, at Burley High 
School; Wednesday, March 29, at High­
land High School in Pocatello; and 
Thursday, March 30, at Bonneville High 
School in Idaho Falls. 
While the concerts take place each 
evening of the tour, individual groups 
will travel to various schools within the 
major geographic region on each day's 
itinerary. There they will give work­
shops or different types of individualized 
Opera Theater 
Feb. 24-25 
The first full-scale opera production in 
the new Special Events Center on the 
BSU campus, "The Consul," is scheduled 
for February 24 and 25. 
Ticket sales for Gian-Carlo Menotti's 
musical drama open February 15 at the 
Speccenter Box Office. Prices are $1.50 
students; $2.50, general public; $1.50, 
senior citizens. All seats are reserved. 
Speccenter seating capacity is only 
435, so early reservations were recom­
mended by the Music Department. 
Phone reservations may be made at 
385-3566. The box office is open daily 
from 3 to 5 p.m. 
The Pulitzer Prize winning production 
also received the New York Drama 
Critics' Circle Award for the best musi­
cal play in 1950. 
William Taylor, opera theater director 
at BSU and music and stage director for 
"The Consul," said the two performances 
represent the Opera Theater's first 
major opera in full production at the 
Speccenter. 
instruction as requests demand, Elliott 
says. 
Musicians from BSU will climax the 
week of touring by experiencing the 
Idaho Music Education Convention in 
Twin Falls on Friday and Saturday. 
Four groups have been invited to per­
form before convention audiences. 
Performances have been requ�sted from 
the Meistersingers, the jazz ensemble, 
symphonic band, the percussion ensem­
ble. 
Stress Workshops 
Scheduled at BSU, 
MHAFB 
A workshop designed to introduce 
participants to the stress behavior pat­
terns in their lives will be conducted at 
BSU February 24 through 26 and at 
Mountain Home Air Force Base Feb­
ruary 26 through March 1. 
"It is crucial for people to develop an 
awareness of the behavior they are using 
to cope with the natural stress that is in 
the environment," says workshop leader 
Rene Tihista, MSW, who with Mary 
Dempcy, MSW, conducts the sessions 
throughout the West. 
"We teach workshop participants a 
method of dealing with their internal 
characters," Dempcy adds. 
Among the internal characters to be 
introduced are "Saber-Tooth Man/Wom­
an," "Internal Timekeeper," "Alarmist," 
"Critical Judge," "Striver," "Pleaser," 
and "Worrier." 
The sessions at BSU will be conducted 
in Room 101 of the Business Building 
from 7 to 10 p.m. Friday evening, 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Saturday and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Sunday. 
Mountain Home Air Force Base ses­
sions will be conducted Sunday through 
Wednesday from 6:30 to 10:15 p.m. at 
the Base Education Center. 
At least 21 pre-registrations are 
needed in each workshop by February 
16. Fees are $40 for no credit and $50 for 
one credit in SW 597. Checks made out 
to BSU should be sent to Continuing 
Education, 1910 University Drive, Boise, 
ID 83725 or to the MHAFB Education 
Center. 
Performing to a full house, 
artist Toshiko Takaezu shows her 
ceramics skill in a special BSU 
demonstration January 30. 
N ationally celebrated in tele­
vised "specials," and now teach· 
ing at Princeton University, N.J., 
Takaezu f a s cinated observers 
with her creative ceramic artistry 
-"both mystical and poetic"-
according to BSU art professor 
John Takehara, who arranged for 
her appearance here. 
Takaezu gave glazing and wheel 
throwing demonstrations and 
showed her special technique of 
gaining vessel height by adding 
coils. She also presented slides of 
her work in ceramics and weav· 
ing. Seheerphoto 
I 
' 
Accreditation Review 
In Spring for Nursing 
by Jocelyn Fannin 
The BSU Baccalaureate Nursing pro­
gram will be reviewed for approval of 
formal accreditation this spring by the 
National League for Nursing. 
NLN board representatives will be on 
campus February 28-March 3, according 
to Dr. JoAnn Vahey, chairman of the 
Department of Nursing. She and her 
staff members in the four-year program 
have just completed a required self-
BSU bacc!alaureate nursing students 
enrolled i,n a health assessment course 
are in need of patients. 
Volunteers will be given free physical 
examinations by the students, who are 
licensed nurses learning interview skills 
for medical history taking and tech­
niques for giving the physicals. 
Practice laboratory facilities at the 
new BSU Science-Education building 
study report which will be presented to 
the NL!'-1 board of review following the 
on-campus analysis of the program here. 
The four-year nursing program a t  
BSU began i n  the fall of 1974 with sub­
stantial assistance from a three year 
K£>llogg Foundation grant, which Has 
expired Funding now comPs from state 
monies. Baccalaureate nursing's first 
�raduates were m the Class of '76, a year 
for which the program, dtrected by Dr. 
Charlotte Gale, won praise and support 
from consultants of the Idaho Board of 
EducatiOn during its 1976-77 curriculum 
review. 
from a hospital diploma school or asso­
ciate degree program in colleges and uni­
versities. Deadlinle for applications for 
the 1978-79 year is March 1, and those 
interested may receive pre-admission 
counseling from Dr. Gale's office, 
385-1768. 
"Our program is unique just because it 
is designed for registered nurses," 
Vahey points out. "In the junior year, 
the courses are the same for each stu­
dent, but in the senior year, they are 
will be used for the tests, according to 
instructors Kathy Marquis and Karen 
Baicy. Any medical problems discovered 
in the course of the examinations will be 
referred to the volunteer's private 
physician. 
Those interested in scheduling physi­
cals for themselves or for family mem­
bers may call the BSG Nursing Depart­
ment at 385-3900. 
dectiv(' the heart of what the program 
ic; all about." 
Elective options in the curriculum are: 
Family Nurs(' Practitioner: Addi­
tion of skills to nursing quallfications 
wh1ch wlil allow graduates to do some 
diagnosis and prescription under regula 
tion-s admini,ter£'d by the Idaho boards 
of nursmg- and m<'dlcme. 
Acute Care Nursing Study of 
spec.al techmque'> used m can:hac care 
hospital umt . 
L£>ad( rc;hip N'urs1rg: fr u.mg tor res 
ponsibihty for manav.f'm('nt carP of 
<'h<'nts <;f'rved by health care agency. 
Opportunities Extensive 
This type of nursing program is Graduate opportunities are extensive, 
relatively new in the U.S., Vahey points·�--:cV�a'""h�ey, hclioveri, as health agencies have 
out. Only about-20 schools offer the great need for nurses who can assume 
dPgree which is available for RN's. Two leadership responsibilities and many 
years of academic study are requ1red, hospitals with acute care and other 
but either part-time or full-time study is speciality units are short of nur es to 
allowable, making coursework very staff them. In addition, she finds that the 
attt;active to applicants who also work or nurse practitioner is being hired increas-
must spend some time at home, Vahey ingly by clinics, hospitals and nursing 
homes, and is also working with private says. 
Application Deadline March 1 
About 35 nurses are enrolled in· 
coursework with nine faculty members 
this year. Admission is limited to 
licensed RN's who have been graduated 
physicians and in independent practice. 
This year, student nurse practitioners 
have the option in their senior year of 
working with physicians or certified 
nursing practitioners to provide care for 
patients not hospitalized. 
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WHAT'S THAT YOU SAY? Baccalaureate nursing student linda Wood, lett, 
uses an otoscope to check classmate Ann Reynolds' ear, as the two partici­
pate in a BSU health assessment course teaching medical history-taking 
techniques and physical examination skills The course is instructed by Kathy 
Marquis and Karen Baicy. 
Seminar's for Managers 
A three-day managerial workshop will 
be conducted at BSU March 7-9. 
"Improving Your Managerial and Super­
visory Results" will he instructed by 
L.B. Day, of the consulting firm, Day­
Henry Associates, Inc., Portland-Salem. 
The workshop is sponsored by BSU 
Continuing Education. 
Pre-registration for the session is 
required by February 21. Those inter­
ested may contact the Center for Con­
tinuing Education, 
---- �ocus-People on the Move--------
In Communications 
Dr. Richard Boylan is project director 
in the production of the fllm, "Energy 
and Morality," supported by a $40,946 
grant supplied jointly through the Asso­
ciation for the Humanities in Idaho and 
the Association for the Humanities in 
Wyoming. The ftlm will include a section 
of animation prepared by a former BSU 
student, Grady Myers. 
Dr. Robert R.Boren, chairman of the 
Communication Department, has re­
turned from a semester's sabbatical 
leave. 
Boren was a member of the Constitu­
tion Revision Committee of the Western 
Speech Communication Association dur­
ing its meeting in Phoenix in December. 
Harvey Pitmu, at the same meeting, 
presented a paper on a contract 
approach to the basic course in communi­
cation. 
Readers Theater students of Dawn 
Craner presented a program from chil­
dren's literature for Indian Guides at the 
BOise YMCA December 16. 
Jim DeMoux was a speaker on organi­
zational communication in a worksho1 
sponsored in Boise Jan. 28 by the Idah< 
State Developmental Disabilities Plan­
ning Council. 
Marvin Cox accompanied BSU debat­
ers who participated in the University of 
Utah tournament at Salt Lake City the 
weekend of January 28. Cox is director 
of the BSU invitational forensics tourna­
ment being held on the BSU campus 
February 10-12. Students from about 25 
northwestern universities and colleges 
will participate. 
Ben Parker conducted a workshop .. n 
effective staff meetings and communica­
tion skills for Bureau of Reclamation 
divisional managers and supervisors in 
Boise, January 11. 
Parker also is conducting a 10-week 
workshop in communication i n  small 
groups, leadership and decision making. 
The sessions are sponsored by the 
Nampa Church of the Brethren as a com­
munity program. 
Dave Rayborn, throughout spring 
semester, is teaching an in-service train­
ing workshop on teaching communica­
tion, for the Boise City Schools English 
teachers. Rayborn also was the speaker 
January 10 on effective communication 
for medical record personnel in a meet­
ing sponsored by the Treasure Valley 
Medical Record Association. 
In Student Services 
Margarita :!Wendoza de Sugiyama, 
administrative assistant, Student Advis­
ory and Special Services, recently 
served as consultant/trainer for the 
workshop, "Implementing Title IX: 
Achieving Sex Equity in Education," in 
Portland. About 200 participants at­
tended the session sponsored by the 
Council of Chief State School Officers 
and the Northwest Project Office for 
Educational Services, Portland State 
University. 
In Health Sciences 
Dr. Vietor H. Duke, Dean of the 
School of Health Sciences, has been 
named to the Board of Directors of Blue 
Cross of Idaho Health Service, Inc., 
recently formed by the consolidation of 
Blue Cross of Idaho and South Idaho 
Medical Service. 
Conrad Colby, director of respiratory 
therapy, has been appointed chairman of 
a cabinet directing the Department of 
Allied Health Studies. 
In Mathematics 
Rick Ball, Otis Kenney and Jo Smith 
attended the annual meeting of the 
American Mathematical Society in At- . 
lanta, in January. Ball and Smith pre­
sented papers about recondite proper­
ties of lattice-ordered groups. According 
to Kenny, considerable interest was 
generated in the mathematics confer­
ence to be held at BSU in the Fall of 
1978. 
In Social Sciences 
Dr. Patricia Dorman will work with 
the Community Housing Resources 
Board to secure funding for special 
projects. She recently lectured on 
counseling and motivation to a Soil Con­
servation Service (SCS) training sem­
inar for conservation officers and 
resource personnel. She will also teach 
leadership and middle management 
-seminars for the SCS later this winter in 
San Diego. Dorman, as president, 
recently conducted the quarterly meet­
ing of the Idaho Lung Association Board. 
Dr. Martin Seheffer recently partici­
pated in a CONOCO forum on "Land Use 
and Energy Development," an exchange 
of ideas between corporate executives / 
and selected Intermountain educators. 
• 
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Watch the Fingers 
GIVING A flame test during a food microbiology short course during the first 
week in January is Beth Crandell, Shelley, an employee of the R. T. French 
Co. Each year the workshop is given under joint sponsorship of the Inter­
mountain Section of the Institute of Food Technologists and BSU. 
Food 
Get 
Lab 
Into 
Technicians 
New Fungi· 
by Larry Gardner 
Lab technicians, sanitation super­
visors and their bosses from five west­
ern states spent the first week of the 
new year getting into fungi and other 
microorganisms at Boise State Univer­
sity. 
The employees of food processing 
plants mostly from the Pacific North­
west descended upon the biological lab­
oratories at BSU for the annual food 
microbiology short course. The course is 
sponsored jointly by BSU and the Inter­
mountain Section of the Institute of Food 
Technologists. 
The short course has been held on the 
BSU campus for the past 12 years, and 
runs in a series-two short courses for 
the full treatment. 
Residence Halls 
Conserve Energy 
Students living in residence halls at 
Boise State University are taking 
energy conservation seriously despite 
the flood of moisture relieving drought 
conditions in Idaho and the West. 
A contest sponsored by Student Resi­
dential Life at BSU with prizes of up to 
$500 for each residence hall is under 
way. The contest, which began January 
16, runs through Aprill. 
Student residents who can conserve 
energy in their dorms of from 10 to 15 
percent will receive a $200 prize; those 
who conserve from 15 to 20 percent will 
earn $300; and those conserving more 
than 20 percent will get $500. A bonus of 
$100 will go to the dorm that conserves 
the most energy, says Dave Boer!, assis­
tant director of Student Residential Life. 
In addition to the group competition 
for dorm students. there is also a poster 
contest offering gift certificates for two 
at local restaurants. First prize is worth 
$25, second, $20, and third, $15. 
Money for the prizes in the conserva­
tion effort will come from anticipated 
savings in the operating budgets of the 
dorms, Boer! says. Winners will spend 
the funds on anything they wish; the _ 
determination will be made by the hall 
councils involved. The poster contest 
deadline will be Feb. 17. 
Lab technicians, supervisors and sani­
tation experts all attend, but for differ­
ent reasons. Supervisors want to know 
how the lab technicians apply the newest 
techniques for maintaining quality con­
trol. and sanitation personnel need to 
pick up the new methods to meet 
government and industry standards. 
"The majority of people have been 
promoted from the production line to the 
laboratory and they may need academic 
and theoretical backgrounding," says 
Dr. Robert C. Rychert, assistant profes­
sor of microbiology and primary instruc­
tor of the short course. "Many have had 
little if any college and they need these 
special seminars to update their skills." 
Rychert, who has been supervising 
the short course for the past three years, 
says that many people working in 
processing plants are relatively isolated 
and have no way of knowing about 
changes. Turnover also contributes to 
the need for seminars year after year. 
This need also involves economics and 
microbiological documentation, relating 
to acceptance of the product. Documen­
tation is particularly important for 
products that will be shipped to Europe 
where standards are even higher than 
they are in the United States, Rychert 
says. 
Regulatory agencies influence the con­
tent of the short course with constant 
changes, as well as the economic and 
perhaps even political considerations. 
Rychert uses the example of a new fungi 
introduced recently by the Federal Drug 
Administration (FDA) as an indicator of 
plant sanitation. 
"If you have a mold growing around 
the machinery on the line, you can be 
sure there has been organic matter 
around for some time," Rychert says. 
Funding for the short course comes 
from the companies which sponsor 
employees. Among food processors 
sending people to the seminar this year 
were: Ore-Ida, J .R. Simplot, R.T. 
French, etc. 
Others serving on the faculty this year 
were Dr. Robert A. Hibbs, professor of 
chemistry, and Dr. Marcia C. Wicklow­
Howard. assistant professor of biology. 
---- fdiFocus-People on the Move-------
In Reading 
Dr. E. Coston Frederick will present 
"How to Fuss About Words" and "Diag­
nosis Discourse" at the conference of the 
Colorado Council of International Read­
ing, in Denver, February 10 and 11. Dr. 
Frederick also has reviewed "A Teach­
er's Notebook: English 5-9, Volume II," 
in the January issue of the "Journal of 
Reading." 
In Business 
Roger H. Allen, associate professor of 
finance. has been designated a Certified 
Commercial Investment Member by the 
Realtors National Marketing Institute. 
Allen specializes in investment and rec­
reational property. land investment and 
development and mobile home parks. 
Robert Behling, associate professor of 
accounting and data processing, is co­
author of "Minicomputers in the Busi­
ness Teacher's Future," published in the 
January, 1978, issue of "Business Educa­
tion Forum." 
In Education 
Lyn �eCloskey has recently been 
selected to serve as Eagle schools' repre­
sentative to the Meridian Pupil Accel­
erated Learning program for gifted and 
talented students. 
In Counseling Center 
Dr. Max Callao, Counseling Center. 
has been appointed by the Idaho Direc­
tor of Health and Welfare to serve as a 
member of the Idaho Mental Health 
Advisory Council from February 1, 1978 
to January 31,1980. ' 
Mary Cozine of the Counseling Center 
was appointed chairman of the Inservice 
Committee for the National Association 
of Educational Secretaries at their fall 
conference in Norfolk, Virginia. Cozine 
has resigned the position of higher edu­
cation chairman to accept the new 
appointment. 
In Arts & Sciences 
Spencer Wood, Department of Geol­
ogy and Geophysics, presented a paper 
co-authored by Mark Wilson of the U.S. 
Geological Survey and Stanford Univer­
sity entitled, "Salton Sea Water-Level 
Records and the Southern California Up­
lift," at the 1978 annual meeting of the 
American Geophysical Union in San 
Francisco. Wood also co-authored a 
paper with F. Williams, M.J.S. John­
ston, and R.O. Castle of the National 
Center for Earthquake Research en­
titled, "Local Magnetic Field Measure­
ments in Southern California-Compari­
son with Leveling Data and Moderate 
Magnitude Earthquakes," at the same 
meeting. 
Dr. Rolando Bonachea will be listed in 
the forthcoming edition of "Who's Who 
in Hispanic Letters in the United 
States." 
Dr. �chard �c<aoskey represented 
the Southwest Idaho Wildlife Education 
Council and the Idaho Department of 
Fish and Game, Region III, at the 
December meeting of Idaho Wildlife 
Tomorrow. Environmental education 
and regional recommendations were dis­
cussed. 
In Honors 
Dr. William P. �ech, Honors Program 
director, was moderator of the panel dis­
cussion, "Honors Programs and Their 
Impact on the Total Institution," con­
ducted at the 25th Western Regional 
Meeting of the College Board in Colorado 
Springs, January 23:" 
In Theatre Arts 
Del Corbett and student assistant, 
Ann Bittleston, are completing prepara­
tions for the annual Idaho Invitational 
Theatre Arts Festival. Dr. Robert Erie­
son is directing the next Theatre Arts 
production, "Angel Street." Frank Heiee 
and Roger Bedard are providing scen­
ery. lighting. and costumes for the show. 
In Art 
Jim Blankenship, assistant professor 
of art, has an oil painting in the National 
Small Painting Show running currently 
in Albuquerque, NM. 
A two-man show at Treasure Valley 
Community College. Ontario, features 
works of Gaye Hoopes in watercolor and 
Jim Blankenship in oil painting. The 
show is open until February 18. 
Three paintings by John Killmaster 
illustrate an article by Harriet Agnew 
Moir in the January, 1978, issue of the 
"Ford Times." The paintings appear 
with "Brass Rings and Rubber Wash· 
ers," an anecdotal account of rural family 
life in Illinois in t�e early 1900's. 
John Killmaster spoke on the art of 
macro-enameling at the February 1 
Wednesday night program at the Boise 
Gallery of Art. John Takehara will speak 
at the Gallery February 8 on contem­
porary ceramic art. 
Abstract paper collage art of Denis 
Oehi was displayed at the Jewett Exhibi­
tion Center, College of Idaho, Caldwell 
during January. Ochi, an assistant 
professor of art at BSU, also owns the 
Ochi Gallery. Boise, and works with the 
Idaho Commission on Arts and Humani­
ties. 
Frtdlly, F.t>. 10 
BSU Theatre Production, "Angel Street," Feb. 
1Q-18, 8:15p.m., SUBAL 
Foreign Film, "Spirits of the Dead," 7 p.m., 
Bolsean Lounge 
S.turdlly, F.tl. 11 
Le.dershlp Wortlahop, 9 a.m., SUB 
Sunday,Feb.12 
Pop Film, "Lenny," 8 p.m , SUB 
Monday, Feb. 13 
Faculty Artlat Series, carroll Meyer, plano; John 
Baldwin, Percussion; SPECC, 8:15p.m. 
Wednelday,Feb.15 
Boise RMdlnga Consortium, Judith Guest, Boise 
Gallery of Art, 8 p.m. 
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Thur.day, F.t>.18 
Audubon WAdllfe Film Seriee, "Kangaroos Gan't 
Be Cornered," 8 p.m., NNC Lecture Hall 
Bola• Re8dlova Consortium, Judith Guest, Look­
out Room, SUB, 8 p.m. 
Jazz Feallvel, All day and evening, SPEC 
"A Night at the Basque Center," 6 p.m., Boise 
Basque Center 
"The Basques In Europe and the American West," 
Lecture, 11:40 a.m., Business 101 
Frtdlly,F.t1.17 
Men's Basketball, Unlv. of Idaho, 8 p.m., GYM 
Jazz Festival, SPEC, All day and evening 
Foreign Film, "Seven Samurai," 7 p.m., Bolsean 
Lounge 
S.turdlly, F.t>. 18 
Women'a Gymnaallca, Portland State U. and 
BYU· , 2 p.m., GYM 
Men's Balketbll l, Gonzaga Univ., 8 p.m., GYM 
Sunday, Feb. 111 
Pop Film, "Hearts of the West," 8 p.m., SUB 
Friday, F.tl. 24 
OpereThNtre, 8:15p.m., SPEC 
Foreign Film, "Doctor Glas," 7 p.m., Bolsean 
Lounge 
Saturday, F.tl. 25 
Opera Theatre, 8:15p.m., SPEC 
Sunday, F.t>. 28 
Pop Film, "Rocky Horror Show," 8 p.m., SUB 
Monday, Feb. 27 
Senior Rec:ltal, Plano, 12'�40 p.m., Auditorium 
S.turdlly, March 4 
Clanlcal FMm, "African Queen," 8:30a.m., LIB 
2<47 
BSU Music Scholarship Auditions, All day, 
Auditorium 
Sunday, March 5 
Pop Film, "Bugsy Malone," 8 p.m., SUB 
Art Exhibition, Art Metal and Today's Advertising, 
March 6-23, Unlv. Gallery 
It's Idaho Vocational Education Week 
By Jocel)'D FuuaiD 
Boise State University representa­
tives have joined state officials in promo­
tion of Idaho Vocational Educational 
Week February 6-12. 
"Profound sociological, economic and 
technological changes in our society are 
bringing about rapid changes in the 
structure of man's world of work, plac­
ing new and additional responsibility on 
the educational system," said Idaho Gov­
ernor John V. Evans in a proclamation 
announcing the week. He urged citizens 
to observe it by visiting vocational­
technical schools and programs in their 
areas. 
"We look to vocational education as 
the link between people and the world of 
work," said BSU Vocational Technical 
School counselor and president of the 
Idaho Vocational Association Charles 
"Chick" Quinowski. He spoke at a lun­
cheon for press and vo-tech representa­
tives at the BSU Food Technology Build­
ing, J�uarr 30. 
A one-day nursing workshop on Ther­
apeutic Interventions in the Care of the 
Elderly will be conducted at Caldwell 
Memorial Hospital February 20 from 
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Recommended for nurses, social work­
ers, nursing home administrators and 
anyone else concerned with improving 
care for the elderly, the session will be 
taught by Audry Smith, RN, GNP, Boise 
Valley Sunset Home, Molly Young, RN, 
MSN, BSU Department of Nursing. 
Care for the elderly based on sound 
nursing principles and understanding of 
the problems of the elderly will be dis­
cussed. 
For further information, contact Molly 
Young, Department of Nursing, BSU, 
1910 University. Drive, Boise, ID 83725. 
Basque Fete Set 
"A Night at the Basque Center" fea­
turing an authentic Basque dinner and a 
performance by the Oinkaria Basque 
Dancers is being sponsOred February 16 
by Interdisciplinary Studies in the 
Humanities at Boise State University. 
Students, faculty, alumni, and mem­
bers of the community are invited to 
attend the Basque cultural evening 6 
p.m. at the Boise Basque Center as well 
as a lecture on the Basques in Europe 
and the American West by Dr. Pat 
Bieter February 15 from 11:40 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. in Room 101 of the BSU Busi­
ness Building. 
Price of the dinner is $5 per person 
and tickets must be purchased by 4 p.m. 
February 13. They are available at the 
Interdisciplinary Studies Office in room 
102 of the· Liberal Arts Building 
(385-3305); History Department, room 
222 of the Library (385-1255); or from 
Stu Evett, English Department. 
G. M . "Don" Miller 
At the luncheon, Larry Selland 
administrator of the Idaho Division of 
Vocational Education, presented the 
theme of the week, ''I'm Committed to 
Building the Skills of America through 
Vocational Education," which he sa1d 
describes vocational education's role in 
providing skilled workers to meet the 
demands of a technological �iety. 
"Vocational education should be avail­
able to serve the needs of all persons 
who want, need, and can profit from the 
instruction," Selland said. 
At the meeting, award plaques were 
received by Bud Reser, past president of 
the Automotive Wholesalers of Idaho, 
and Bill Spangler, branch manager of 
Customer Engineering, IBM Corpora­
tion, in recognition of the efforts of both 
organizations in behalf of vo-tech educa­
tion. 
"We hope to .generate publicity-to 
make people aware of what we're 
that time. We've grown from 26 instruc­
tors, 13 programs and 312 students to 51 
instructors, 24 programs and 734 
students." 
"Then," Miller said, "we had five 
buildings-four of those have now been 
taken down. This year we've dedicated 
two new buildings for food and diesel 
technology and we have new horticul­
ture greenhouses and a classroom build­
ing. From the days of running Food Ser­
vices at the Old Penitentiary and 
conducting Auto Shop in an old hangar 
from the Boise airport, we've come a 
long way," he said. 
According to Miller, programs added 
to the BSU vo-tech curriculum since his 
arrival here have included air condition­
ing and heating, child care, consumer 
electronics, food services, heavy duty 
mechanics, plant maintenance, parts 
counterperson, office occupations, oper­
ating room technician, utility lineman 
and small engine repair. 
"When I look back and see all the 
things that have happened in the Voca­
tional-Technical school, I'm very 
pleased," he said. 
He Knows Where the New Parts Are 
By JoeelyD Faa.niu 
Ever want to be a parts counterper­
son? If you've even been near a car deal­
ership or repair shop, you may have 
noticed all mechanics and repairment 
eventually turn to one. 
The parts counterperson is familiar 
with all parts, order forms and proce­
dures for automotive repair and replace­
ment parts. Without this help, your 
vehicle might literally fall apart. 
The BSU Vocational-Technical School 
offers occupational training in this field 
to about 15 students each year in a two­
semester course. Graduates leave ready 
to work in automotive parts wholesale 
stores and automobile dealer parts 
departments and machinery dealerships. 
"This is a good business, and students 
will be able to make money at it," says 
Max Lamborn, instructor for the Yo­
Tech department. 
In addition to becoming familiar with 
automotive parts, students study index 
systems, invoices, customer relations 
refunding procedures and warrante� 
adjustment. Familiar texts in the course 
are catalogs and price sheets. 
Laboratory coursework includes oper­
ation of a campus parts store used by 
Vo-Tech students in automotive mech­
anics and auto body programs. "This 
gives the parts counterperson student 
on-the-job experience," Lamborn says. 
Brian Calkins, vo-tech student now 
enrolled in the course, says he decided to 
enter the field after he found out how 
important parts knowledge was to him 
personally. 
"I was fiddling with cars a lot, trying 
to fix my own, when I got interested in 
the importance of the auto parts busi-
ness," Calkins says. "Then I decided that 
I wanted to get into it myself." 
Because of his interest, Calkins was 
the recipient this year of a $100 scholar­
ship from the Automotive Wholesalers 
of Idaho, one of several donated by this 
organization throughout the state. The 
award has been productive, reports 
George Ganz, secretary of the organiza­
tion of auto parts store owners and 
warehouse distributors. "Every one of 
the students who has received this 
award in the past is working in the 
industry," Ganz reports. 
Students in the program are also 
trained in basic mathematics, micro­
meter reading, discounting, employer­
employee relationships and job-finding 
techniques. According to Lamborn, the 
training also prepares students for 
employment with warehouse distribu­
tors, department and chain stores, 
trucking companies and as manufac­
turer's representatives. 
BRIAN CALKINS. left, receives a scholarship of $100 for his interest in 
becoming a parts counterperson by the Automotive Wholesalers of Idaho 
from Walter Olson, 1963 organizer of the group and George Ganz. AWOl 
secretary. right. 
Jagged fingers of steel stretch higher and higher into the winter sky over 
Boise State University campus. 
Girders are rising on the seventh and final floor of the new education wing of 
the science-education building. The black outlines of huge beams in the high­
contrast photograph stand out against the slate sky. 
The final choice for a new BSU president looms nearer, and campus 
denizens had a first-hand look at the five candidates left in the running just 
before FOCUS went to press. The decision now rests with the State Board of 
Education, but the public had an in-depth look and considerable input as a 
result of the meetings held downtown and on campus. · 
Activities are exploding on the BSU campus as students and members of 
the State Board take a renewed interest and press their study deeper into the 
potential for a multi-purpose sports and recreation pavilion. 
These and other stories fill the inside of the February issue of FOCUS. 
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